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DIFFRACTION FROM DISTORTED CRYSTALS 
BY P.L.G.M. LA FLEUR 
Introduction 
The periodicity of the internal crystal structure was expected in a rather vague way 
some centuries ago by the famous physicists Kepler (1619) and Christian Huygens 
(1690) Later the German physicist Seeber (1824) arnved at the explanation of a num-
ber of macroscopic properties of crystals on the basis of the hypothesis of crystal -
periodicity in a more concrete way than Kepler and Huygens had done. 
When M. von Laue set up his theory of X-Ray diffraction by crystals he took the 
above hypothesis as the basic assumption in his theory, together with that of the wave 
like structure of X-Rays Soon von Laue's theory inspired Friedrich and Knipping 
(1912) to arrange and experiment on the diffraction of X-Rays by crystals and they 
found results as predicted by von Laue's theory. The theory, however, was only partially 
confirmed, since m the diffraction pattern not all reflections were present, as expected 
following von Laue's theory. But already some months later, W L. Bragg pointed out 
that the missing of these reflections could be ascribed to symmetnes of the crystal 
additional to the lattice periodicity. (See also von Laue's historical introduction in the 
International tables of crystallography ·' ) 
The experimental confirmation of von Laue's theory by Friedrich and Kmpping, 
completed by the work of W.L Bragg, is generally considered as the first convincing 
proof of the crystal symmetry. In this way we can state that by von Laue's study of 
crystal diffraction the key was found for the solution of many problems in solid state 
physics, of which crystal diffraction is only one. 
From that time on crystal diffraction looses, so to say, the fundamental character 
it had in solid state physics and it became a very important technique for determining 
the atomic structure of crystals, for studymg lattice vibrations and the magnetic struc-
ture of crystals Solid state physics and crystal diffraction developed independently from 
each other and nowadays crystal diffraction is often not considered as belonging to solid 
state physics 
The papers of this thesis can be seen as presenting a number of theoretical calcula-
tions necessary for the interpretation of observed diffraction patterns, thus serving the 
role of crystal diffraction as a measuring technique. Indeed these papers are written in 
the first place for this purpose, but the study of crystal diffraction can be put also in 
another perspective In order to explam this we recall some features about crystal 
diffraction and its relation to a number of problems m solid state physics 
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In crystal diffraction one is shooting a beam of particles on a crystal. The particles 
penetrate in the crystal, move through it, and get out producing (if they interact with 
the crystal) a diffraction pattern. How the diffraction pattern looks like depends on how 
the particles move in the crystal: so it is essential to study their motion. 
In solid state physics one often tries to answer just the same question of how 
particles (like electrons) or quasiparticles (like phonons) move in the crystal. The only 
fundamental difference with crystal diffraction is formed by the boundary conditions. 
(In the case of crystal diffraction the wave function of the studied particle at the crystal 
boundary is connected with the wave function of the particle outside the crystal; in 
problems of solid state physics the wave function satisfies periodic boundary condi­
tions.) This has a very interesting consequence: the methods used in the theory of 
crystal diffraction differ from those generally used in solid state physics, but since the 
basic question to be answered often is the same, it is possible to take over elements, or 
even ideas and concepts from the field of crystal diffraction to that of solid state physics 
and vice versa. 
Let us illustrate this statement by comparing the Ewald construction and the 
Brillouin construction. Both constructions are used for describing the consequences of 
lattice translation symmetry: in crystal diffraction these are described by the Ewald 
construction, and in solid state physics by the Brillouin construction. Actually these two 
constructions are complementary, although they differ at first sight completely and it is 
possible to transfer concepts from the one construction to the other. 
The ingredients of the Ewald construction are: the Ewald sphere ( a sphere in the 
reciprocal space, or wave vector space, through the end points of all wave vectors for 
particles with an energy E = E ), the wave vectors of the incoming and outgoing plane 
wave, and the reciprocal lattice. The recipe of the construction is the following. Con­
struct the reciprocal lattice of the crystal considered and shift it by the wave vector of 
the incoming plane wave, such that its end point coincides with a point 0 of the shifted 
reciprocal lattice, labelled by the indices (Ь,кД)=(0,0,0). The centre of the Ewald sphere 
for the energy of the incident particle coincides with the origin 0 of the wave vector 
space. If some point (Ιι^,Γ^Ο,Ο,Ο) of the shifted reciprocal lattice is situated on the 
Ewald sphere, the wave vector with end point (h,k,l) is the wave vector of a possible 
outgoing plane wave. This is the reflection condition. 
The ingredients of the Brillouin construction are dispersion and Brillouin bounda­
ries. The dispersion is the relation between energy and wave vector, just as visualised by 
the Ewald sphere: the Brillouin boundaries are the planes of points at equal distances 
from the reciprocal lattice point (0,0,0) to any reciprocal lattice point (hjc,l). The recipe 
of the Brillouin construction tells us, that, if the dispersion has discontinuities, these 
must be situated at the Brillouin boundaries. 
For seeing that the constructions are complementary one simply has to consider 
the Ewald construction for all possible directions of incidence and energies and a fixed 
chosen reflection (h,k,l). The collection of all possible centres of the Ewald sphere gives 
just one Brillouin boundary. One has to realise now, that a discontinuity in the dis­
persion means that for a given energy E=E0 the wave vector, for which the discontinuity 
occurs is a forbidden one. Thus, if a particle impinges on the crystal and it has that 
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Ewald sphere 
Figure 1. The Ewald and the Brilloum construction in one picture. The Origin of the reciprocal 
space in the Bnlloum construction O" and the one in the Ewald construction O^ are 
shifted with respect to each other by the wave vector ϋΠΐ-ΐ^ΐ. a n d ^¿¡jt a l e ^ 6 w a v e 
vectors of the incoming and the outgoing plane waves, respectively, according the Ewald 
construction) К is reciprocal lattice vector It is seen, that the wave vector"? following 
the Bnlloum construction is the same one as к i * . 
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energy E combined with the forbidden wave vector, it cannot penetrate in the crystal 
and must be reflected. This is the reflection condition, derived from the Bnllouin con­
struction If one draws the Ewald sphere for that wave vector in the Brillouin construc­
tion, one sees immediately, that this reflection condition is the same one as given by the 
Ewald construction (See figure 1.) The complementarity of both constructions is now 
clear The forbidden wave vectors following the Brillouin construction are just the 
allowed ones m the Ewald construction. 
In the above example we have seen that elements and concepts of the diffraction 
problem also occur in the solid state physics problem, although we are looking at them 
from two different pomts of view Therefore we can draw the following conclusion. By 
studying the diffraction problem one can get on the one hand an outlook on one or 
more problems from solid state physics On the other hand one can hope that this 
outlook is an ongmal one since the diffraction problem requires a different point of 
view. 
This idea is not new In fact it is present in the work of von Laue, when he 
discovered lattice periodicity by studying the problem of diffraction of X-Rays by 
crystals. Von Laue, however, did not emphasize it, people were attended explicitly on it 
by J С Slater -' perhaps for didactic purposes, in his paper on the interaction of waves in 
crystals. Slater writes 'Many phenomena concerned with waves in crystals follow very 
similar theoretical patterns and it helps greatly m understanding them if we realise their 
resemblances. It is the purpose of this paper to point out some of these features. Some 
of the phenomena such as Bragg scattering are familiar to every crystallographer and 
others, such as the theory of energy bands, are known to every solid state physicist ' 
When one likes to work out Slater's idea for a concrete problem, one has to study 
first for instance a diffraction problem, secondly one has to select those concepts from 
the diffraction theory, that are possibly useful for the corresponding solid state physics 
problem, and, as a third step one has to prove that this is so mdeed by direct research on 
that solid state physics problem. The papers presented in this thesis can be regarded in 
this perspective An outlme for future research with respect to this program will be 
given. 
We think namely with Slater, that it will be specially fruitful to work it out for the 
case of electron phonon interaction We will return on this point after the systematic 
discussion of the papers of this thesis. The reader, who is less mterested in the analysis of 
crystal structures by diffraction can omit what follows and start reading again at 
page 6 . 
The presented papers are all dealing with the effect of deviations from the ideal 
crystal structure on the diffraction pattern due to crystal distortions. The first type of 
distortion that we considered is the one of random shifts of atoms from their ideal 
positions by external influences, such as cold working. We will refer to this type of 
distortions as the mechanical ones By external influences also a type of distortion can 
be created having a less random character the stacking faults. These were also consider­
ed 
The second kind of crystal distortion studied is the one, always present, due to 
thermal crystal vibrations. As a third and very special kind of crystal distortion we 
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considered that, created by laser illumination of the crystal. Here the electronic struc­
ture is directly affected whereas in the distortions previously mentioned mainly the 
atomic structure deviates from the ideal one. 
The sharp Bragg spots in a diffraction pattern from crystals are manifestations of 
the lattice translation symmetry. Breaking of this symmetry results into a broadening of 
the diffraction spots. First of all the translation symmetry is broken by the finite size of 
the crystal. If the crystal is very small, then the translation symmetry is strongly broken 
and the spots in the pattern are fairly diffuse. If one knows, that no other kinds of 
symmetry breaking are present, then one can calculate the crystal size from the broaden­
ing of the Bragg spots. 
When the crystal shows mechanical distortions the Bragg spots are also broadened, 
as a consequence of the symmetry breaking by the distortions. The size effect is inde­
pendent of the order of reflection, whereas the distortion broadening increases with 
increasing order of reflection. Roughly speaking one can separate therefore the size 
effect from the distortion effect and calculate the average shift of the atoms from their 
ideal positions as well as the crystal size from the diffraction pattern. 
The most sophisticated method for the separation of the size from the distortion 
effect is given by Warren and Averbach '. However, when one compares the particle 
sizes derived from the Warren and Averbach method with those one gets by electron 
microscope measurements, one often will find that the particle sizes, calculated by 
means of the diffraction method are smaller than those obtained from the electron 
microscope. 
The first paper J in this thesis deals with the problem of the interpretation of the 
diffraction patterns for determining crystal sizes. The result being that one can under­
stand the origin of the discrepancy mentioned above, which is caused by the fact that 
from diffraction measurements one cannot distinguish (roughly speaking) between rela­
tive shifts of the atoms from their ideal positions by a distance χ and by a distance 
x + Й , where R represents a lattice translation leaving the perfect crystal invariant. 
The second paper ' is dealing with the separation of the size effect from the effect 
of the mechanical distortions and from the stacking fault effect. This last effect is again 
different from the first two ones. Stacking faults produce for most reflections an asym­
metrical broadening, whereas both former effects give a symmetrical broadening for all 
reflections. The stacking faults often appear together with random shifts and are present 
even in small crystals. The separation of the three effects is therefore far from an 
academic problem. In the analysis of the diffraction pattern one has to incorporate again 
carefully that it is not possible to distinguish between relative shifts of the atoms by a 
distance χ or by a distance χ + R
n
. It is therefore important to check if this has not 
been overlooked in the older methods developed for the separation of the three effects. 
The third paper ' is dealing with the thermal movement as a cause of broadening 
of the diffraction spots and with its combination with broadening due to the size effect 
and mechanical distortions, specially for X-Rays. The effect of the thermal movement 
(lattice vibrations) on the diffraction pattern is well known. Usually one concie ves the 
thermal effect as follows: the original Bragg spots are reduced in intensity by the 
Debye-Waller factor, but its shape is not affected. In addition one finds in the pattern a 
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very diffuse background scattering: the Thermal Diffuse Scattering (T.D.S.) on which 
the sharp reflections are superposed. The sharp reflections are due to elastic scattering 
and the T.D.S. is due to inelastic scattering. 
When one wishes to incorporate the effect of size broadening and mechanical 
distortion broadening in the analysis, it becomes difficult to speak of Bragg reflections 
that are superposed on a diffuse background of T.D.S.: the Bragg reflections are 
broadened now and will have tails that mix up with the T.D.S.. Moreover the T.D.S. can 
have fairly sharp peaks at the places of the Bragg reflections. Therefore we treated in the 
paper the T.D.S., the size and mechanical distortion broadening on the same footing and 
called the T.D.S. the broadening of the Bragg reflections due to the thermal movement. 
This terminology is not according the generally admitted conception, following which 
the thermal movement does not broaden the Bragg reflections, but it is a quite natural 
one in the frame of the presented analysis. One of the conclusions of the paper is, that, 
using the so called Stokes' method ', and the same reference material as the analysed 
one at the same temperature, the thermal broadening is automatically separated from 
the other broadening effects. 
Once we concieved the T.D.S. as a broadening of the diffraction spots, it is not far 
to analyse the T.D.S. by the methods of line form analysis (the methods for analysing 
the former broadening effects). This was the subject of the fourth paper λ In this paper 
it is shown that it is theoretically possible to determine the force constants of the 
harmonic approximation for lattice vibrations from the intensity distributions (line 
forms) of the T.D.S. around a number of different Bragg reflections. For a monatomic 
crystal they can be calculated from the intensity distributions of the T.D.S. around six 
properly chosen Bragg reflections. An interesting observation is, that such intensity 
distributions (for a monatomic crystal) show a strong mutual relation: when the intensi­
ty distribution around six (properly chosen) reflections is known, one can calculate in 
principle the intensity distributions around the other one. 
In the papers discussed so far, the position of the atoms in the crystal is considered 
to be time independent; even in the case of thermal movement for X-Ray diffraction it is 
possible to do so (this is the quasistatic approximation). In the following papers of this 
thesis the time dependent atom positions come in as a new element. The effect of some 
time dependent crystal distortions is treated. 
Thus we consider in the fifth of the presented papers -' the symmetry of a crystal 
distorted by a plane wave and the consequences of this distortion on the diffraction 
pattern. This type of distortion occurs in a time independent form in the so called 
modulated structures, whose symmetries have been recognized by G.C. Dubbeldam and 
P.M. de Wolff and used in the analysis of the crystal structure of γ NaNO^ λ We are 
here concerned with the time dependent version of the plane wave distortion. 
In order to explain its symmetry we will first consider the system of a one dimen­
sional 'plane wave' and a one dimensional 'crystal' in space time. ( a more complete 
discussion of the symmetry of the system of a plane wave and a crystal is found in the 
work of A.G.M. Janner and E. Ascher λ The world lines of the atoms in a one 
dimensional static crystal at rest, drawn in a two dimensional space time diagram (see 
figure 2), are equidistant lines parallel to the ct-axis. (c is the velocity of light and t is the 
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/ crystal at rest 
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point of space-
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line of equal phase of an elec-
tromagnetic plane wave 
Figure 2. Space tune lattice of the superposition of a plane wave and a crystal. The lattice is formed 
by the intersection of the world lines of the atoms of the crystal and the lines of equal 
phase of the plane wave. 
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time.) All space-time translations between two points belonging to these world lines are 
translation symmetry of the crystal in space and time. 
We now consider the translation symmetry in space and time of the plane wave. If 
it is an electromagnetic one, the wave propagates along the Ught cone. Choosing the 
units such at с = 1, it is here a line at 45° with the ct-axis and the x-axis. Any translation 
along this direction leaves the wave invariant. Moreover all translations in the direction 
of the x-axis by a distance ηλ (η is integer and λ is the wavelength) are discrete symme­
try translations of the plane wave. Thus the space-time translational symmetry of the 
wave is represented by the set of lines parallel to the 'light cone' through the points 
(x,ct) =(ηλ,0). The intersection of this set of lines with the world lines of the atoms of 
the crystal gives rise to a space-time lattice. This lattice indicates the translation symme­
try in space and time of the superposition of the wave and the crystal, if both do not 
interact. If an interaction is present, the symmetry of the system has to be discussed by 
more elaborate methods, but the above space-time lattice still yields the correct trans­
lation symmetry at least in the case that the plane wave is an electromagnetic one, a 
phonon, or an ultrasonic sound wave, within a certain approximation. 
When the system, like the above ones, is diffracting a beam of electrons of X-Rays, 
the consequences of the symmetry can be described by a space-time generalisation of the 
(three dimensional) Ewald construction Λ This generalisation of the Ewald construction 
appears to be very useful in the theory as presented in the sixth paper of this thesis. 
In this paper ' we studied the diffraction of electrons by a laser illuminated 
crystal. Here an interesting effect seems to occur. According Schwarz and Нога ^ light 
of the laser colour is emitted at a nonfluorescent screen, when the electron beams, 
diffracted by a laser illuminated crystal, impinge on this screen. Schwarz writes, that 
their experiment was suggested by nobody else than P.A.M. Dirac, in connection with 
the study of the Kapitza-Dirac effect. Nevertheless the question of the observation of 
the effect is still controversial, since Schwarz and Hora are the only experimentalists, 
who report that they can observe it. Other groups were trying to reproduce the experi­
ment, but they had only negative results. Possibly Schwarz and Нога were the only ones 
who met just some experimental conditions, not yet known sufficiently, that are neces­
sary for the generation of the effect. 
Up to now, however a great number of theoretical works on this effect agree on the 
point that it must be present. The effect is explained as follows. The wave function of 
the diffracted electrons is modulated by the frequency ω of the laser light due to the 
illumination of the crystal. The intensity of the diffracted beams is consequently also 
modulated by that frequency. It is discussed in the literature by several authors that this 
modulation is responsible for the light emission at the screen. 
In our paper we discussed only the first part of the Schwarz-Нога effect: the 
modulation of the electron beams during the diffraction by the illuminated crystal. It 
was not recognized until now, that it is necessary to treat the diffraction of the electrons 
by means of a dynamical approach because of the relatively strong interactions. In our 
paper we did it and as a result we found that the wave function of the diffracted 
electrons and the intensity of the beams must be modulated also by the frequencies ηω 
(η = 2,3,4..). The modulation depth can be appreciably for the first harmonics. It is now 
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an interesting question, whether the corresponding light effect at the screen will be 
present or not. The question is not yet answered. 
With respect to the relevance of the study of crystal diffraction for the problem of 
electron phonon interaction the following observations should be made. The paper on 
the Schwarz-Нога effect makes it obvious that it is worthwile indeed to study this subject 
by methods used in crystal diffraction. The explanation can be improved however by 
discussing an investigation that still has to be published, and therefore not contained in 
this thesis, namely a dynamical theory of electron and neutron diffraction '. 
Concerning the subject of electricial resistivity as related to the electron-phonon 
interaction Slater writes: 'There has been a good deal of theoretical study of resistivity 
from this point of view; but this study has not been correlated to any extend with our 
knowledge of the thermal diffuse scattering of X-Rays, and our knowledge of the 
microscopic elastic constants of crystals derived from that method. It would seem that a 
correlation of these two types of problems would be very fruitful'. Of course instead of 
the word X-Rays one could say electrons, once a theory of the thermal diffuse scattering 
of electrons is known. 
In order to correlate both fields we will consider the dispersion. In a static crystal 
the dispersion gives the relation between the energy and the wave vector of the dif­
fracted electrons. In the energy momentum space the dispersion can be represented by a 
(set of) surface(s). In real crystals the potential of the crystal, felt by the diffracted 
particle, however, is not static, but time dependent because of the thermal movement. 
The energy is no longer sharply defined in such a potential. As a consequence the 
dispersion surface in energy momentum space will be changed into a (thin) shell around 
the original dispersion for the particle in a static crystal. We may call this shell the 
broadened dispersion. 
We were led to the concept of the broadened dispersion however in a less straight­
forward way as suggested above. The crystal vibrations in the theory of electron phonon 
interaction are treated quantum mechanically. One begins by describing the system of 
the vibrating crystal and the diffracted electron in it and writes down the Hamiltonian 
for this system in the Schrödinger picture: the interaction potential becomes then a 
time-independent operator. This obscures the time dependent character of the problem. 
Moreover in the theory of crystal diffraction one is used to simplify the problem of the 
interaction of the particle and the crystal by assuming that the interaction is 'felt' only 
by the particle and not by the crystal. In the Schrödinger picture however the crystal 
and the diffracted particle are formally equivalent, and it is not so clear how we can 
introduce the above assumption that the crystal does not 'feel' the interaction with the 
particle in the calculations when we treat the problem in the Schrödinger picture. 
Therefore we transformed the Hamiltonian and the wave function to the interaction 
picture, where we took, in a nonconventional way, the crystal Hamiltonian as the 
unperturbed one and interpreted the kinetic energy of the particle and the interaction as 
the perturbation. This brings the required asymmetry between the particle and the 
crystal in the treatment and the crystal potential becomes a time dependent operator, 
revealing again the time-dependent character of the problem. Only now it becomes clear 
that it is natural to speak of broadened dispersions. 
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The considerations about the relation between diffraction problems and problems 
of solid state physics (Slater's idea) let us think that the approach discussed above could 
be useful for the treatment of the electron-phonon interaction in solid state physics. The 
concept of the broadened dispersion could be a relevant one. The dispersion in the 
diffraction theory plays namely just the role of the energy bands in the calculation of 
the electronic structure of crystals. We can speak of 'broadened energy bands'. 
The broadened energy bands must reflect all characteristics of the electron-phonon 
interaction and those of the energy band calculations in a unifying way. We have now 
much burning questions, as the following ones: Could it be possible to give the relation 
between electron band calculations and the effect of superconductivity via the broaden­
ed energy bands? Or in other words: Is it possible to explain in this way the instability 
of the Fermi gas in superconductivity? And: Is it possible to treat relaxation processes 
by it? 
We must point out now the relation between the broadened dispersion, the 
broadened energy bands and the more general concept of the mass bands in the work of 
Janner and Janssen '. If a system of a particle in a crystal has no symmetries in space 
and time, the only conserved quantity is the rest mass of the particle m 0 . One can 
consider this rest mass as a variable parameter m and the particle can be said to move 
along the surface of constant mass m = m 0 . The equations of motion, written in the 
Fourier representation yield a function m = m(k), that we call the mass dispersion. 
In the case where the system has discrete translational symmetries one can restrict 
к to reduced wave four vectors, and physically hk is a so called pseudo-four-momentum. 
The function m(k) becomes a multi-valued one and one can speak of mass bands. 
This is e.g. the case for an electron in a monochromatic electromagnetic plane 
wave, as discussed in ref. 15. It is also the case for an electron in a laser illuminated 
crystal as discussed above. Since in this last case the translation symmetry generates a 
four dimensional lattice in the Minkowski space-time, the mass bands for m = m 0 be­
come a discrete set of surfaces in the energy momentum space, as a generalisation of the 
energy bands for an electron in a static crystal. In the static case, however the mass 
dispersion function is single valued if it is considered along the energy direction and it is 
completely equivalent with the energy dispersion. 
As a special feature of the case of a laser illuminated crystal, the laser frequency is 
very small compared with the frequency of the incident electrons. The relevant mass 
bands are therefore close to that of the static case. 
We can discuss now the case of an electron in the potential of a thermal crystal in 
relation to the case of the laser illuminated crystal. In first order each phonon mode of a 
thermal crystal can be considered separately from the other ones. The translation 
symmetry for one such a phonon mode is of the same type as in the case of the laser 
illuminated crystal ' ' and a set of mass dispersion surfaces for m = m 0 corresponds to 
it, like in the laser illuminated crystal. This is the reason why we emphasised above that 
the paper on the Schwarz-Нога effect makes obvious that it is worthwile indeed to study 
the electron-phonon interaction by methods used in crystal diffraction. In the thermal 
crystal we have all phonon modes together and we will have therefore also all correspon­
ding mass bands for m = m . There are now so many of them and they are so close 
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together, that their ensemble can be considered as a continuous region of 'allowed wave 
four vectors'. The original energy bands of the static crystal seem to be broadened. This 
is what we called the broadened energy bands. In the case of the laser illuminated crystal 
one also can speak then of broadened energy bands, although they consist there still of a 
set of discrete surfaces. 
The above approach of the superposition of mass bands for m = m0 corresponds to 
a perturbational one. It will be clear that one will obtain the broadened energy bands in 
any order of perturbation. 
The energy in a thermal crystal is not exactly conserved, but almost and, although 
it is therefore no longer a good quantum number, it is almost a good one. If the 
frequency changes would be larger, it would not be correct to speak of broadened 
energy bands, but it is always possible to use the concept of the mass bands. 
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The Interpretation of X-ray Diffraction Intensity Distributions from Small Distorted Crystals. 
Definition of the Average Coherently Scattering Region 
BY Ρ L G M LA FLEUR 
Institute for Theoietical Physics, Umieisity of Nijmegen, Nethei lands 
{Received 9 December 1968) 
X-ray diffraction patterns from a polycrystalline material or a small distorted crystal do not always 
contain enough information for the determination of the (average) geometry and the degree of distor­
tion of the crystal(s) To avoid the consequent difficulties in the interpretation of diffraction patterns 
from such small distorted crystals the author introduces for the material the average lattice function ^(x), 
that is, a repartition function When the diffraction spots from the material can be measured separately, 
the ^(x) function belonging to that material has certain special properties For that case the average 
coherently scattering region can be defined m terms of ^(x) 
It is shown that the intensity distribution m such a diffraction spot can be described with the aid of 
the product of C(x) and φ{τί,Δχ), where C(x) is the average form function of the coherently scattering 
regions, (9(хт,Лх), the special value of Κχ,Λχ), is one peak of the quasipenodic function ¿¡"(χ) around 
the/nth lattice point, Xm, of the average lattice The vector χ represents the distance between two arbitrary 
unit cells in the structure, /)x = x-Xm. Consequently the line profiles in a powder diffraction pattern can 
be described with the aid of C(t) ip(tm,L), the product of the projections of C(x) and φ(Χι,ι,Αχ) on 
the perpendicular to the reflecting planes, L,t and /,« are the projections of Лх, χ and x
m
 respectively 
It is shown that the condition c>(/m,L) = 0 for \L\ > li/ (d is the interplanar spacing) holds when the dif­
fraction lines can be measured separately A criterion for the applicability of the Warren-Averbach 
method is given 
Introduction 
The geometry and degree of distortion of a small 
distorted crystal are often expressed by the form func­
tion K(x) and the average stram coefficients (\Ах
т
\2У 
The form function V(x) is the fraction of the crystal 
volume common to the crystal and its ghost which is 
displaced by χ with respect to the crystal 
The strain coelficients are defined by comparing the 
distorted crystal with an undistorted one and consid­
ering the positions of two unit cells A and В with 
respect to each other Unit cell В is at a distance \
m 
from A m the undistorted crystal, cell В is at x
m
 + Ax
n 
from A in the distorted one The strain coefficients, 
(|z)x
m
|2), are given as the mean square values of the 
shift Ax
n
 for all pairs of unit cells A and В at a dis­
tance displaced x
m
 from each other. 
The definitions of both (\Ax
m
\2) and K(x) lead to 
difficulties in the interpretation of X-ray diffraction 
patterns from strongly distorted crystals the diffrac­
tion pattern does not contain enough information for 
their determination 
Let us consider a crystal with bent atom rows, as 
in Fig 1 When a region (a) is in the right position to 
scatter a parallel monochromatic X-ray beam, region 
(b) will not be oriented so as to scatter the same beam 
Region (a) is called the coherently scattering region It 
is difficult to determine the positions of the boundaries 
of the coherently scattering region but certainly X-ray 
diffraction cannot give information about the form 
function of the whole crystal when the distortions are 
too large it can only give information about the co­
herently scattering region (a) 
Likewise it is impossible to determine <|zlx
m
|2) unam­
biguously from diffraction measurements To explain 
this we consider the contribution to the X-ray diffraction 
intensity from two unit cells В and B' that have the fol­
lowing special positions with respect to a given unit cell 
A In the undistorted crystal the position of В with re­
spect to A is x
m
, unit cell B' is at x
m
 + nlei + пгіі + w ^ 
from A in the undistorted crystal (Cj arc the primitive 
translation vectors and nt are integers, / = 1,2,3) In the 
distorted crystal В is shifted by Δχ
η
, and B' by Δχ
η
 — 
( я ^ + игвг + лзез) with respect to A Of course the posi­
tions of В and B' are identical in the distorted crystal and 
so their contributions to the diffraction intensity are 
equal However, В and B' give different contributions 
to the strain coefficient, defined as above. Thus the 
determination of the strain coefficients from X-ray 
diffraction is ambiguous, the diffraction pattern does 
not contain enough information for their determina­
tion, especially when the distortions are too large 
In fact both the problems described above have the 
same origin the size of the coherently scattering re­
gion determines the strain coefficients found and the 
degree of distortion determines the size of the coherent­
ly scattering region We shall show m this paper that 
the above problems can be avoided by use of the aver-
rage lattice function, ^(x), well known in liquid dif­
fraction and frequently used by Hosemann & Bagchi 
(1962) to explain the paracrystalline state, ^(x) is de­
fined below 
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Definition of 2P(jC) 
The average lattice function ^(x) for a distorted 
crystalline structure is the probability density of finding 
the centre of a unit cell at a displacement χ from the 
centre of another arbitrary unit cell in the structure. 
In principle ^(x) can always be determined from a 
complete diffraction pattern; however, it is impossible 
to measure the whole pattern and it is in addition im­
practicable to measure it in three dimensions. In this 
paper it will be shown, therefore, that ^(x) has special 
properties when the diffraction pattern is made up of 
discrete spots. In this case the equation that describes 
the intensity distribution of the individual spots can 
be solved in order to get information about the form 
function C(x) of the average coherently scattering re­
gion and about the average distribution of atoms 
around the lattice points. The quantities V{\) and 
<|z)x
m
|2>, usually found from line-profile analysis, are 
no longer meaningful as defined above but appear as 
characteristics of ^(x). 
Derivation of the equations and definition of the 
coherently scattering region 
In the following, derivations are given for the diffrac­
tion intensity distribution from crystals containing no 
stacking faults and consisting of a number of identical 
unit cells having approximately the same orientation. 
The structure factor Дк) of such a structure is 
^(s) =/(s) Σ exp (2π/8 . u
r
) , (1) 
r 
where/(s) is the structure factor of one unit cell; s is 
the reciprocal space coordinate and ιι
Γ
 is the position 
of the centre of a unit cell. The sum is taken over all 
unit cells in the structure. (Unless stated otherwise the 
summations in the following are taken over all unit 
cells in the structure.) 
The general formula for the intensity distribution of 
the diffraction pattern from this structure is 
/(s) = F(s)*F(s) 
=f2(s) Σ exp ( — 2ms . щ) Σ exp (2π/8 . Up) 
ч P 
=/ 2 (s) Σ exp (2π/8 . \ip-Ug). (2) 
p.q 
In equation (2) u
v
 — щ is the position of unit cell ρ 
relative to unit cell q. With the aid of the primitive 
translation vectors ej we can express x
m
 as 
iim = niel + пг^г + «з^з. (3) 
where п
и
п2,п
ъ
 are integers. The points x
m
 define the so 
called average lattice. We can fix the position of unit 
cell ρ relative to unit cell q unambiguously: 
Up-U ( 7 = Xm + zJXn = X, (4) 
if we include the restriction: 
| (Лх
п
.е01<} |е
г
| 2 ,(1=1,2огЗ). (5) 
The relationship (5) means that Δχ
η
 in equation (4) is 
the difference between u^ —и
г
 and the nearest lattice 
point x
m
. 
We call P'(\
m
,Axn) the number of unit cells that are 
displaced by Jx« with respect to a unit cell at a distance 
Xm in a corresponding undistorted crystal. From equa­
tions (2), (3) and (4) the intensity distribution /(s) can 
be written, with the aid of the function /> '(xm,¿x„): 
/(s)=/2(s) Σ {Σ P'(x
m
,Axn) exp (2ms . Ax
n
)} 
m η 
X exp (2niS . Xm) , (6) 
where η and m are independent indices. The sums in 
equation (6) are taken over all n, including all Axn 
values that occur in the structure, and over all x
m 
values for the structure. 
If th anumber of unit cells in the structure is suffi­
ciently large we can apply the continuous representa­
tion of equation (6): 
/(s) = Nf2(s) Γ Σ exp (2π/8 . χ) 
voo m 
/too 
xS(x
m
—x)dx\ Ф'(х,Лх)ехр (2ms . Ax)dAx , (7) 
where ô(xm — χ) is the Dirac function; N is the total 
number of unit cells. The function Φ'(χ,Αχ) is a contin­
uous distribution function for the shift Ax that corre­
sponds to the discontinuous function P'(x
m
,Ax
n
). The 
function <2>'(x,Jx) varies continuously not only with 
Ax, but also with x. However it only has real signifi­
cance for the lattice when x = Xm. Then: 
Ф'(х>Ах) = Ф(хт,Ах). (8) 
Thus Ф'(х,Ах) is defined as a function that has the 
value Ф(хт,Ах) for x = Xnt. Since we have chosen Axn 
in such a way that it is the distance from the centre of a 
unit cell to the nearest lattice point χ™, we can write 
Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of a crystal with bent 
rows of atoms. When region a is in the right position for 
scattering, region b is oriented so that it does not scatter. 
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for the distribution function of the displacement 
Ф(х,
и
,^х) = 0 for \(Ax е ()|>+|е»|2, 0 = 1 , 2 or 3) (9) 
The average lattice function ¡^(x) has already been de-
fined in the introduction It can be expressed in terms 
of <P(xm,Ax) by the relation 
0»(x)= Г Ф ( х
т
, х - х
т
) (10) 
Of course it is always possible to express ^(x) uniquely 
in the Fourier transform of the complete diffraction 
pattern /(s) It is impossible, however, to measure the 
complete /(s) pattern 
When the diffraction pattern can be separated into 
single broadened spots around the lattice points s
n
 in 
reciprocal space, or into single diffraction lines, we can 
get some information about ¿¡"(x) by measuring part 
of /(s) For such cases /(s) can be written as 
/(s)= IIn(s-Sn) (Π) 
Fig.2 Integral values of the average lattice function, ¿"(O, for 
an infinite, perfect, one dimensional crystal 
TT-T-T - f -
Fig 3 Integral values of the average lattice function, ^(r), for 
a finite one-dimensional crystal 
Fig 4 The average lattice function, 0Ό), for a collection of 
slightly distorted one-dimensional finite crystals The 
(shaded) area under one peak equals V(t) 
In{s — s») are the intensity distributions of the discrete 
diffraction spots Equation (11) is meaningful when 
the crystal corresponds to a function ^(x) that satisfies 
certain conditions, which we shall give later Conversely 
it can be shown that these conditions for ^(x) hold 
when the intensity distributions can be measured 
separately To explain these properties of ^(x) we give 
the characteristics of ^(x) for some idealized cases of 
one-dimensional crystals The three-dimensional ana­
logue of the last example is the particular a^(x)-function 
that corresponds to crystals giving separable diffrac­
tion spots 
Example 1 An infinite pei feet crystal 
It is clear that ^(z) is a ¿-function 
&(ί)= Lô{t-tm) 
m 
In Fig 2 the integral values of ^{t) are given 
(12) 
Jtm-A 
^{ί)ώ= 1 for t = tm and A^-0 
= 0 for іф tm and A^-O (13) 
/ is the one-dimensional lattice coordinate, t
m
 is the 
wth lattice point When d is the net plane-distance, 
tm = ώη·, m = 0,1,2, 
Example 2 A finite pei feci crystal 
When the crystal is finite, the probability of finding 
the centre of a unit cell at a distance t from another 
such centre is equal to the form function V(t,n) When 
we look for the integral values of ^(t) we get, there­
fore 
S tm + id i?(t)dt=V(tm) (14) 
lm-i<l 
V(tm) is the form function of the crystal for t = tm The 
integral values of ^{t) are given in Fig 3 
Example 3 Collection of slightly distorted finite crystals 
of different size 
For this case we can give a direct representation of 
3P{t), this consists of a collection of peaks around the 
lattice points t = tm If we call one single peak <p(tm,L) 
and if the distortions are so small that <p(t
m
,L) = 0 for 
\L\ >$d, we can express ¿PCt) by the equation 
0>(t)= LV(tm) <p{tm,t-tm), (15) 
where L = t — tm Here V(t) is the average form func-
tion for the group of crystals We have to take nor-
malized functions for <p(tm,L) in order to obtain the 
expression 
¡•im + ii p + i a 
\ &(t)dt=\ V(tm) <p(tm,L)dL=V(tm) (16) 
Jim-id J-id 
(see Fig 4) 
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Example 4. Collection of slightly distorted finite crystals 
in a 'perfectly distorted' matrix 
In example 3 a ¿^ (f )-functioii was discussed that does 
not correspond to a polycrystalline material. In that 
example ^{t) is zero if t is larger than the crystals. In 
a polycrystalline material without clustering, however, 
the probability of finding the centre of a unit cell at a 
distance t from the centre of another is equal to 1/D, 
when / is larger than the crystals {v is the volume of one 
unit cell.) Thus ^ ( i ) is a constant for large t; this may 
be called 'perfect distortion'. 
The perfectly distorted surroundings of the crystals 
are built up of unit cells identical with those of the 
crystals. Since we assume the absence of clustering in 
the polycrystalline material we can write 
0^)= Σ V{t
m
)<p{t
m
,t-t
m
) + M>) {y-y(t)} · (17) 
m 
Again (p(tm,t-tm) = 0 for \t — t
m
\>$d. The term 
(l/y) {1 - F(i)} describes the contribution to ^(t) from 
the perfectly distorted surroundings of the crystals. 
The graphical representation of ¡^(t) consists of peaks 
as in Fig. 4, superposed on the monotonically changing 
curve (I/o) {1 - V(t)} (see Fig. 5). Since V(t) in the 
interval tm—id<t<tm+ldm&y be approximated to 
a straight line, it can be shown that 
l'lm+id 
\ 9>U)dt=\ (18) 
J im- id 
as a consequence of the absence of clustering. The 
above example gives, apart from one-dimensionality, 
a more realistic 3P{t) function for a distorted poly-
crystalline material. 
Example 5. A strongly distorted finite crystal in a 'per-
fectly distorted' matrix 
It is possible to deduce the graphical representation 
of ^{t) for this case from the former example: since 
the distortions are stronger than in example 4, the 
peaks from Fig. 5 are broadened and begin to overlap 
each other for certain values of /. ^ ( / ) still consists of 
peaks superposed upon a monotonically changing 
function. Let us call the monotonie function 
(1/r) {1 - C(f)}; the function C(/) is analogous to V(i). 
The function (I/o) {I -C( / )} passes through the mini-
ma of £^(/) so this choice leaves some ambiguity in 
C(r), but for most cases C(f) will change slowly with 
respect to the quasiperiodic function ¡^{t); we will 
restrict ourselves to these cases so the ambiguity in 
C(i) is then only small. 
If we again describe the peaks of äP(t) in terms of 
(p{tm,L), the condition tp(tm,l-)=0 for \L\>$d still 
holds, to a good approximation, if the shape of 
(p{tm,L) varies slowly with tm- We will further restrict 
ourselves to these cases. It is possible to formulate 
^{t) for the above assumptions with 
&(!)= Σ C(t
m
)cp{t
m
,t-t
m
) + {\lü) {\-C(t)} (19) 
(p(tm,t — tm) are normalized functions and by formula 
(19) the normalization condition still holds. Formally 
equations (17) and (19) are identical and since ^(t) 
determines the diffraction pattern uniquely, it is im-
possible to distinguish, by diffraction measurements, a 
large strongly distorted crystal from a small distorted 
crystal in a perfectly distorted matrix. This is the es-
sence of the problems quoted in the introduction. 
Since C(t) is a slowly varying function of / and since 
the right hand sides of equation (19) and the one-
dimensional analogue of (10), 
P(.t)=Z0(tm,t-tm), (20) 
m 
have to be identical, we may write 
* ( W - i m ) = C ( r m X w - f m ) - K l / i > ) {1 -C( / m )} . (21) 
We now leave the one-dimensional examples and 
rewrite (21) for the analogous three-dimensional case: 
Ф(х
т
,Лх) = С(х
т
Мх
т
,Лх) + (1/и) {1-C(x
m
)} (22) 
Fig. 5. The average lattice function for the same case as in Fig.4. The crystals are now located in a completely distorted matrix 
of the same density as that of the crystals. The dotted line on which the peaks are superposed is {(1 — ^(Ol} (1/^)· The area 
under one peak is VU). The total area under ¿/(f) around one lattice node is 1 (shaded). 
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with the condition 
p(x
m
,/fx) = 0 for |(Λχ . е
г
)| > 1\α\\ ((=1,2 or 3) (23) 
C(xm) and the shape of φ(χτη,Λχ) vary slowly with 
x
m
. By substitution of equation (22) into equation (10) 
we get the ¿"(x) function with the required properties, 
corresponding to crystals that give separable diffrac-
tion spots To show this, we write for Ф(х
т
,Лх): 
Ф(х
т
,Лх) = С'(х
т
 (х
т
, Jx) + (l/i>) {1 -C ' (x
m
) . (24) 
The conditions from example 5 are not imposed upon 
<p'{xm,Лх) and C'(x
m
). However, we take C'(x) to be a 
monotonie function of x, such that φΧχ,,ι,Λχ) is as 
small as possible for \(Ax . e¡)| =-j|ei|2. We then get for 
the diffraction intensity distribution from any struc-
ture: 
I(s) = Nf2(s)\ εχρ(2π/8.χ) 
/too 
χ Σ ô(\m — x)dx \ C'(x)$/(x, Ax) 
m J —oo 
χ exp (2π(5 ¿ix)d(Ax) + {Nf2(s)/v} 
Soo лею 
exp (2π (s χ) Σ ô(xm — x)dx \ U(Ax) 
. —oo m J — oo 
χ {1 - C'(x)} exp (2π is . Ax)d(Ax)s /0(s) + ^ ( s ) . (25) 
U(Jx) is the form factor of one translation unit cell; 
U(Ax)=l for |(/Jx.e,)|<}|eiP, (i = l,2 or 3) 
= 0 for \(Jx . e,)| > ileil2, (i= 1,2 or 3) (26) 
We consider the first term in equation (25), /a(s). If 
we put 
Soo C"(xy(x, Ax) exp (2ms . Ax)d(Ax) (27) 
— oo 
then we can write 
i»oo 
Ia(s) = Nj 2(s) \ Σ A(s, х)(5(Хте - x)exp (2π/8 . x)dx 
J —oo m 
лОО 
= Ay2(s)\ Л(5,х) exp (2ms . x)dx* 
J — oo 
Soo Σ ô{xm — x) exp {2nis . x)dx 
— oo m 
Soo A(s,x) exp (2nis . x)dx 
— oo 
= Np(s)L<\' A(s,x)exp(2nix.s-sn)dx, (28) 
where * means the convolution integral of the quanti-
ties at both sides of the sign. Furthermore we have 
to take the lattice points xm such that 
(sm xm) = M = integer. (29) 
The above calculation of /„(s) is possible because 
C'(x)<p'(x,Ax) varies rapidly with Ax and consequently 
A(s,x) vanes slowly with s 
When we evaluate the second term in equation (25), 
h(s)y we find that it behaves quite differently from 
/a(s); /»(s) describes only a small angle effect: 
Soo {1-C'(xm)} 
χ U(Ax) exp (2ms . Ax)d(Ax)={Nf2(s)/v} 
лею 
χ Σ \ exp (2nis . x
m
 + Ax) {I - C'(x
m
)} U(Ax)ct(Ax) 
m J —со 
Soo {1 - C'(x)} exp (2π/5 . x)dx . (30) 
— CO 
It is easily shown that the small angle effect that is 
described by the first term in the sum for /
a
(sj in equa­
tion (28) plus Ib(s) is a J-function 
Let us consider further the diffraction pattern from a 
crystalline material. It is possible to separate the dif­
fraction pattern into single intensity distributions 
/n(s-Sn) [equation (11)] if /«(s-Sn) decreases suffi­
ciently rapidly with | s - s
n
| Following equation (28) 
this means that A(s,x) must vary sufficiently slowly 
with χ and hence C"(x) and the shape of ιρ(χ,ζ)χ) must 
also change sufficiently slowly with x. These are just 
the conditions for ^(x) assumed in example (5), so the 
above restrictions on ^(x) may be assumed to apply 
when the diffraction pattern consists of separated 
(broadened) spots. 
It is important to realize that the condition (23) foi 
^'(Хт.Лх) holds, to a good approximation, when the 
diffraction spots can be measured separately, the inten­
sity distribution around the reciprocal lattice points 
Sn¥=0 can then be described by 
SCO exp (27ИХ. s-Sn)i/x 
— oo 
/»CO 
χ \ C(xV (χ,Λχ) exp (2πί5 . Ax)d(Ax). (31) 
«/ — oo 
The functions C(x) and <p(x,Ax) are equal to C"(x) and 
φ'(χ,Αχ) if the restrictions in example (5) apply Equa­
tion (31) expresse;» the proof that the intensity distribu­
tion around the reciprocal lattice points Sn^O from a 
distorted crystal depends on the quasipenodic part 
of the average lattice function, described by 
€(χ)φ(χ,Αχ) We may conclude that C(x
m
) is the frac­
tion of unit cells that are at a distance χ from another 
arbitrary unit cell in the structure, for those values of χ 
such that |(x —Xm · e t)| <i |e¡ |2 , and that contribute 
simultaneously to scattering. The same significance can 
be given to the form function K(xm) for a nearly per-
fect crystal; in this sense it gives the same information 
about the crystal as in the original definition in terms 
of the displaced ghost Thus C(x) can be taken to be 
the form function of the coherently scattering region. 
It is now reasonable to propose the following defini-
tion of the average coherently scattering region. 
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Definition of the average coherently scattering region 
The average coherently scattering region in a distor­
ted crystal is the region that corresponds to a form 
function C(x). 
The special value C(x
m
) corresponds to the volume 
integral of ^(x) under one peak around x
m
 minus the 
volume integral of the monotonie part of ^(x) for 
values of χ such that |(x — x
m
 . βι)| <i |eil 2. Since К(х) 
and C(x) are equivalent in the above sense, the Bertaut 
(1950) analysis for the particle size distribution func­
tion can be applied in the same way to both C(x) and 
F(x). 
Let us now derive from equation (31) a formula 
that gives the intensity profile of a Debye-Scherrer 
line; this formula will also give the projection on to the 
direction of Sii of a diffraction spot around s». For this 
we resolve s: s = s
re
 + u + So, where u is perpendicular to 
s
n
 and SQ is parallel to Sn, and we take só = u + So. 
We now resolve x: x = xm-l-v + Xo, where ν is per­
pendicular to s« and Xo parallel to s», and we also take 
¿fx = Xo + v. 
Let us denote |xo| by L, |sw| by j„ and |s0| by s0. 
Then, since (¿fx.So) is small, 
(s. Ax) = j „ L . (32) 
We denote the projection of χ along s
n
 by t and its 
modulus by t. Then (u . t ) = 0 and (so.x) = V> such 
that 
(u + So.x) = (u. x-t)- |-j 0/· (33) 
The projection of the intensity distribution on s» that 
we wish to calculate is 
SCO /n(s)i/u. 
— co 
(34) 
We substitute equations (31), (32) and (33) in equation 
(34) and if at the same time we make the substitutions 
and 
С ( 0 = Г C(xWv (35) 
J —oo 
с»(/,/-)=Г <p(t,L,y)dy, (36) 
J — oo 
the result is: 
S CO exp (27n'u.x-t)i/u 
— oo 
SCO ί · 0 0 
exp (2nis0t)d\ \ C(x) exp (2nisnL)dL 
— oo J — oo 
Soo ç{x,y,L)dy = Np{sn) 
— oo 
SOO /»CO 
exp (Inis^dtK C{t)(p{t,L) exp (2risnL)dL . 
— OO · / — CO 
(37) 
In analogy with equation (23) we can say that 
9>(f,L) = 0 for \L\>id (38) 
when the diffraction lines can be measured separately. 
In this sense equation (37) gives the intensity distribu-
tion of a Debye-Scherrer line and at the same time it 
gives the projection on to the direction of s» of the 
intensity distribution of a diffraction spot from a single 
crystal around s„. 
In a previous paper (La Fleur & Koopmans, 1968) 
equations were derived that express (p(t,L) and V(t) 
for the above conditions in terms of the Fourier coeffi-
cients from the line profiles of Debye-Scherrer lines, 
Afit) and A'fit), by use of equation (37). [Arne{t) and 
A™(t) are the real and imaginary parts of the Fourier 
coefficients from the line of the nth order.] However, 
in that equation V{t) was put instead of C{t). It is clear 
that here we may vary V(t) with C{t). The equations 
become: 
oo 
(p{t, L) = l/d+ {2/[dCit)]} Σ [ArH'it) cos i2nnL/d) 
n = l 
+ A'
n
mit)sini2nnLld)] (39) 
and 
С(0=2 2:(-і)»+м;'(0· (40) 
The projection of the average lattice function on to 
the perpendicular to the reflecting planes can be 
determined, in principle, with the aid of equations (19), 
(39) and (40). The standard deviation (Lf) of <pit,L), 
the average value of L, (Lt) and the average of the 
modulus of L, <|£«|) can be expressed as: 
oo 
<Л?> = ^ / 1 2 - { ^ / [ л 2 С ( г ) ] } Σ (-l)»+M-( ?)/„2 ; (4!) 
(Lt) = {d/[nCit)]} Σ i - ψ ' Ч * - ( 0 / Й ! (42) 
(\Ll\y = dl4~{2d/[^Cit)]} Σ ^ + 1 ( 0 / ( 2 я + 1)2. (43) 
л = 0 
Discussion 
We have introduced the average lattice function ^"(x) 
for a distorted crystalline material and we have given 
equations that express its projection, ¿Pit), in terms 
of the Fourier coefficients of Debye-Scherrer lines, 
whenever the lines can be measured separately. As is 
shown in the paper by La Fleur & Koopmans (1968), 
for some hypothetical distribution functions (pit,L), 
the series in equation (40) is not always sufficiently 
convergent for practical application. This is especially 
the case when the distribution function, <pit,L), is a 
sharp function of L around the lattice points, i.e. nearly 
perfect crystals. 
The average lattice function might be characterized 
with the aid of the Warren & Averbach (1952) method 
which was devised for nearly perfect crystals. We have 
to investigate, therefore, the relation of C(i) to Vit)w 
obtained by the Warren & Averbach method. 
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The essence of this method is the insertion of distri-
bution functions, (p{t,L)w, in equation (37) of the form 
<p{t,Lyv 
= {2n{LKt)yv}-^ exp {-¿'/2<1.*(0>"'} : (44) 
{L2{t)'}w are the strain coefficients obtained by the 
Warren & Averbach method Following this method 
separated intensity profiles of the diffraction lines have 
to be measured Therefore the substitution of func-
tions like in equation (44) into equation (37) implies an 
inexactness since these functions do not satisfy the 
condition (p(t,L) = 0 for \L\ > Id. However, for small 
(Z.2(0)" values the inexactness is negligible Let us 
investigate therefore to what extend functions of the 
form (44) are admissible The projection of the average 
lattice function for the Warren & Averbach model, 
0ОУ , is 
W = Σ K(/m)"'{27r<¿2(rm)>w}-i/2 
m 
xexp {-(t-tmy2(LKtm))w} + {i - V(.tmyv} (l/rf). 
(45) 
It follows from equation (31) that we can determine 
the quasipenodic part of ^ ,( i ) , y from the intensity 
profile of a Debye-Scherrer line; from equation (19) 
the area under one peak of this quasipenodic part is 
equal to C(tm). The total area under 3,>(t)w between 
tm — \d<L<tm+idîoT the mth lattice point is unity 
The contribution to that area from the monotonie 
part of the average lattice function is {1 — K(/m)} plus 
the area from the tails of the neighbouring gaussian 
distributions Thus: 
+ Σ «пУ {2л(Щіп)У№}-1і2 
п = 0 
¡.¿/2 
χ \ exp {-(L-t
n
-t
m
yi2(V(tnyv)}dL 
J-rf/2 
- «
т
У {ЧЩт))ПУ1>г 
χ Γ' ' txp{-(L-t
m
yi2(LKtm)yw}dL. (46) 
J-1//2 
This is illustrated in Fig. 6 When V(tm)w and 
<¿2(ím)>'r are slowly varying functions of tm and the 
gaussian distributions are not too broad, equation (46) 
can be approximated by 
C(ím)=K(ím){2<LHím)>"'}-1/2 
fdß 
x\ exp{-L*l2(L2(tm)yv}dL (47) 
For (L2(tm)yw((ld2 equation (47) reduces to 
C( /„)=K(/„)^ , (48) 
but the deviation of C(tm) from У(СтУу becomes more 
apparent as (L2(tm)yw increases. A criterion could be 
(LKtM)yv<l/26d* 
What are the consequences of (47) for the determina­
tion of the average lattice function, and what does (47) 
signify for the Warren & Averbach method? The 
Warren & Averbach method can be used as an inde­
pendent method, as long as (L2(t
m
)yw satisfies the 
above criterion 
However, it is clear from equation (47) that we have 
to be critical in the application of the Warren & Aver­
bach method for large strain coefficients, even when 
the distribution functions are gaussian 
In the case where the gaussian curves begin to over­
lap each other the functions φ{ί, L) begin to look like 
the first period of (1/i/) {1 +cos (2nLld)}. To obtain a 
direct criterion we note that the first period of 
(l/d) {1 +COS (2nL/d)} gives <L2> = l/36i/2; those func­
tions with approximate form (1 / Í / ){1 +cos(2reZ./i/)}can 
be approximated very well by the first terms of a 
Fourier series, as in formula (39). Therefore it is ex-
pected that an approximation of C(t) by a few terms 
of the series in equation (40) is quite reliable in the 
region where the Warren & Averbach method is pos-
sibly no longer valid. 
In addition, it may be inferred that the coherently 
scattering regions are identical with definite crystals, 
from the fact that, from equation (47), C(t)=V(tyv 
for all values of t, especially for large t. 
Fig.6. The average lattice function composed of gaussian curves. The dotted line is {1 —C(/)} (l/rf), the thin continuous line is {1 — V(t)} (\¡d). The total area is 1, made up from the contributions from C(tn) ( / / /) , {1 — V{tn)} (\\\) and from the overlap of 
the gaussian curves ( * ) 
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Conclusions 
When the intensity distribution of a diffraction pattern 
from a crystalline material can be measured as separate 
distributions around the reciprocal lattice points s», 
the average lattice function ^ ( x ) (a repartition func­
tion) satisfies certain conditions. In this case ^ ( x ) is 
the sum of a monotonie function of χ and a quasi-
periodic function. The quasiperiodic part of the 
average lattice function describes the intensity distribu­
tion of the diffraction pattern. Therefore the form func­
tion, C(x
m
) , of the coherently scattering region equals 
the volume integral of the peak of the average lattice 
function around the mth node of the average lattice, 
and the coherently scattering region may be defined as 
a region of matter corresponding to the form function 
C(x). This function C(x
m
) represents the fraction of 
unit cells in the structure around the mth average 
lattice point x
m
 that contribute to coherent scattering. 
In addition, a peak of the average lattice function can 
be described by С(х
т
)(г>(х
т
,Лх), where c>(x
m
,zix)=0 
Г о г | ( е
г
. Л х ) | > 1 М 2 . 
We can determine from a powder diffraction pattern 
the projections on to the perpendicular to the reflecting 
planes C(/) and (p(t,L) of C(x) and <p(x,Ax), if the dif­
fraction lines can be measured separately; in this case 
(»(i.L) can be set at zero for \L\>%d. Thus equations 
derived in a previous paper by La Fleur & Koopmans 
(1968) can be used for the determination of C(t) when 
the convergence of the series in the given expression for 
C(/) is sufficiently rapid, that is, when the distortions 
are sufficiently great. The Warren & Averbach method 
implies a certain inexactness in this case, even when the 
distribution functions are gaussian. However, if the 
series in the given expression for C(r) does not converge 
sufficiently rapidly, i.e. the distortions are sufficiently 
small, it is justifiable to apply the Warren & Averbach 
method. 
The author is greatly indebted to Dr К.Koopmans 
for some valuable discussions on the subject of this 
paper. 
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Bragg Reflexion Intensity Distributions of Small Distorted Crystals with Stacking Faults 
BY P. L. L A FLEUR 
Instituut voor Theoretische Fysica, Katholieke Universiteit, Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
{Received 29 September 1969 and in revised form 15 December 1969) 
General equations (within the limitations of the geometrical theory) are given describing the intensity 
distributions of Bragg reflexions of small distorted crystals with stacking faults. In these equations func-
tions occur representing the stacking-fault densities, the form of the average coherently scattering region 
and the distribution of the relative translations of the unit cells due to the distortions apart from a 
lattice vector. The equations describing the intensity distribution of a Debye-Scherrer line can be in-
verted and give then the stacking-fault density, the distribution of the relative translations of the unit 
cells, and the form function of the average coherently scattering region in the direction perpendicular 
to the reflecting planes. A general method is given for separating the three effects : distortions, stacking 
faults and the size of the average coherently scattering region. 
Introduction ^ 1 6 w o r ' í 0 f Warren & Avergach (1952) for the case 
in which crystallite size effects occur in combination 
In the analysis of the structure of distorted crystalline with the random shifts of unit cells is very well known. 
materials by X-ray diffraction we distinguish three dif- The results of Warren & Averbach hold when the 
ferent types of effects, due to crystallite size, random distortions of the material are not too large. For a 
translations of the unit cells from their 'ideal' posi- correct interpretation of the diffraction intensity dis-
tions, and stacking faults. tributions in the case of larger distortions it is necessary 
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to introduce the repartition function ^(x) for the ma­
terial, as described in a previous paper (La Fleur, 1969) 
for the case of crystals without stacking faults. 
The repartition function ^"(x) is defined as the prob­
ability density of finding a unit cell at a distance χ 
from all other unit cells in the material. The use of the 
function ^(x) is relevant only in the case without 
stacking faults, in which all unit cells can be considered 
to be identical. It is necessary therefore to extend the 
calculations of the previous paper (La Fleur, 1969) in 
order to include also the stacking-fault effect. This is 
the subject of the present paper. The problem of sep­
arating the three effects will be discussed also. 
To that end we need a general description of the 
stacking-fault effect. [Descriptions in terms of differ­
ence equations are given, for a number of particular 
types of structure, e.g. by Warren (1968)]. A stack­
ing fault is a uniform translation of the atoms at one 
side of a plane with respect to the atoms at the other 
side of that plane. The plane is called the glide plane 
of the stacking fault and the translation is parallel to 
it. The unit cells of the crystal that are intersected by 
such a glide plane have a structure factor different from 
that of the other unit cells in the crystal. We assume 
that various types of stacking fault occur in the mater­
ial and denote a certain type of stacking fault by the 
subscript p. The structure factor of a normal unit cell 
is indicated by ƒ„ and that of the unit cells intersected 
by the glide plane of a stacking fault of type ρ is in­
dicated by f p. 
The perpendicular to the glide plane of a stacking 
fault of type ρ is denoted by x^ (|Xp| = 1). One of the 
two vectors x¿ and — x^ , is chosen as the characteristic 
direction of the glide plane and denoted by Xp. The 
translation of the atoms by the stacking fault of type 
ρ is denoted by Аир. It is defined in such a way, that 
it fulfils the following condition. Consider the vector 
χ pointing from a unit cell to another one and suppose 
that χ is intersected by a glide plane of a stacking fault 
of type p. This distance vector χ is given by 
х = а + Аир if (x . Xp) > 0 , 
and x = a — Аир if (x . Xp) < 0 . 
Here a is the distance vector between the same two 
unit cells, but in the absence of the stacking fault con­
sidered. By definition ¿)uo = 0. In the same way the 
position of a unit cell intersected by the glide plane 
of a stacking fault is defined: b + ^ Aup. Here b is the 
position vector of the same unit cell if the stacking 
fault would be absent. In the following we call a unit 
cell that is intersected by a stacking fault of type ρ a 
unit cell of type p. (Each type of stacking fault is as­
sumed to 'produce' only one new type of unit cell.) 
It is assumed in the following, that, in addition to 
the translations due to the stacking faults, the unit cells 
are also translated with respect to each other owing to 
random distortions. Rotations and distortions of the 
individual unit cells will be neglected, except, of course, 
the distortion due to the stacking faults. 
The characterization of the random distortions must 
be adapted to the case in which stacking faults are 
present. Instead of the repartition function ^(x) the 
quantity Npp'(x)^>pp'(x)dx is introduced. This is the 
number of unit cells of type p' that is found at a dis­
tance between χ and χ + dx from all unit cells of type p. 
Let us introduce also a lattice with lattice points x
m 
and primitive translation basis vectors Ci ( i = l , 2, 3). 
Then the vector χ is given by x = x
m
 + Ax, where x
m 
is chosen so that 
(е,.4х)<*|е, |2 ( ι = 1 , 2 , 3 ) . (1) 
In the above definition the function Npp'(x) is a slowly 
varying function of x, except for x = 0. It is chosen 
such that for all x
m
: 
Nppix^pp-tydx^Nppixm) \ 0lppix)dx=Npp'(x
m
). 
The limits of integration are determined by 
| { е
г
. ( х - х
т
) } | < ^ | 2 . (2) 
Thus Npp'(xm) is equal to the number of unit cells of 
type;/ that can be found at a distance between x
m
 and 
Xm + Лх' from all unit cells of type p, where Ax' in­
dicates the boundaries of the cell defined by relation­
ship (1). At x = 0 the function NpV'(x) possesses a dis­
continuity, since by definition 
Νρρ'(0) = 0 if ρφρ', (3α) 
and 
Νρρ-(χ)φ0 if ρφρ'αηάχφΟ (3b) 
when the material contains stacking faults. 
In the following, we will neglect the effects due to 
the intersection of two glide planes of stacking faults 
of different type. 
Derivation of the equations 
The diffraction intensity distribution of a distorted 
crystalline material containing stacking faults is cal­
culated as follows, within the limitations of the geo­
metric theory. The structure factor of the material is 
F= 2 2 f Ρ e x P {2πί8 · (u„+Au„+iAup 
P П — Пр 
+ Σ αΡ· ηΔχίν)} > (4) 
ρ 
in which the symbols represent the following: 
s: reciprocal space coordinate. 
η : set of three integers щ, n2, n}, numbering the unit 
cells. 
Un: position of the «th unit cell in an ideal, undis-
torted crystal with respect to a certain origin. 
A\i
n
 : translation of the nth unit cell due to the random 
distortions. 
Anp : translation of a unit cell when a glide plane of a 
stacking fault of type ρ occurs between the ori­
gin and the «th unit cell. 
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ар, η '• number of glide planes of type ρ between the ori­
gin and the «th unit cell. 
itp : set of indexes η for the unit cells of type p. 
The summation in equation (4) is taken over all^ and 
all n
v
. The corresponding intensity distribution /(s) is 
I(s) = F(s)F(s)* = 
Σ Σ Λ/j'exP [2 m s · i " " _ u ' ' ' + ^ и " _ ¿и,,· 
pp' л' — л ρ 
Π=Πρ 
+ i(Aup - Аир·) + 2 (öp, « - ар,
 n
-)Aup}] . (5) 
ρ 
The sum of the translations u
n
, — u« , Axin, etc., occur­
ring in the exponential of equation (5) is replaced by 
х = х
т
 + Лх, where x, x
m
 and zfx are defined as in the 
introduction. In the same time Ppp-(x
m
\ Лхь) is put 
for the number of unit cells of type p' that are at a dis­
tance Xm + Axk from all unit cells of type ρ in the mate-
nal. Thus we can replace equation (5) by 
/(s)= Ifpfp, Σ P,A*m\A*¿ 
pp' m к 
x exp {2ms . (x
m
 + Axk)} (6) 
In a corresponding integral form this equation becomes 
/(s)= IfJl' Σ Γ~φ
ΡΡ
(χ™;Λχ) 
nn' " i v—oo 
χ exp (2π/8 . (x
m
 + Ax)}à(Ax) . (7) 
In this equation Фрр'(хт; Ax)d(Ax) is the number of 
unit cells of type ρ and p' that is found at a distance 
between x
m
 + Ax and x
m
 + Ax + d(Ax) from each other. 
By the definition of Ax we may put 
Фрр'От; ¿fx) = 0, 
when 
| ( е , . Л х ) | > Ы 2 ; 0 = 1 , 2 о г З ) . (8) 
Comparing the definitions of Фрр'(х
т
,Ах) and 
Npp'ix^pp (x), we observe that 
2 ФррІХт ; Ax) = Npp'W&ppix) . (9) 
m 
Equation (9) can be substituted into equation (7) to give 
m= ΣΛ/ί' ^ J V O O ^ V « exp (2πβ . x)dx . (10) 
ΡΠ' J — OO 
Apart from the translation $Aup due to a stacking 
fault the relative translations of the unit cells due to 
distortions that are first neighbours are very small. 
Therefore we can equate ^ρρ'(χ) in good approxima­
tion to 
^ P J / O O = ·^ΟΟ(Χ ± iAup ± iAup·) 
when 
(x.xp) # 0 
(x.XpO^O. 
^PJ,-(x) = ^ u 0 (x) 
when 
(x.Xp) = (x.Xp-) = 0 . (11) 
The + sign for Аир applies, when (x . Xp) < 0, and the 
— sign applies when (x . Xp) > 0. The same is true for 
the expressions in p'. 
We substitute this set of equations in equation (10). 
For the ease of writing we introduce at the same time 
the function Gpp-ix, s). This function is defined as 
Gpp (x; s) = exp {π/β (±Aup±Aup·)} 
when 
( x . X p ) 7¿0 
(x.XpO^O 
GPpix;s)=l 
when 
(x.x î )) = (x.xp-)=0 (12) 
with the same sign convention as (11). 
Since Npp'(x) vanes slowly with x(x ^ 0), then equa-
tion (10) becomes 
/(s)= Ifpf'p' r~Gpp<(x; WPP-WPOJ*) 
nn' ¿—<x> 
χ exp (2πί5 . x)dx . (13) 
This equation can be treated in the same way as equa­
tion (7) in the previous paper (La Fleur, 1969) At first 
^ „ ( x ) is expressed as 
^oo(x)= Σ [C'(x«)?>'(x«, ^x) + »-'{l-C'(x)}] ¿1(14) 
m 
where С'(χ) is chosen such that 
ç>'{xm;±(ei, e2, ез)} = 0 (15) 
and 
\ (p'{xm\ Ax)à.{Ax)=\. 
|(e, Jx)|<i|e,P {Щ 
In these equations υ is the volume of a unit cell of 
the lattice. Let us introduce also the functions φ{χ ; Δι£) 
and C(x) varying slowly with x. For x = x
m
 these func­
tions have the values 
С(х
т
) = С'(х
т
) (17) 
^(xm, Jx) = ç>'(xm; Ax) . (18) 
By means of equations (14), (17) and (18), equation (13) 
is written 
/(s) = /0(s)+/b(s). (19) 
Where 
Λ+ΟΟ 
Ms) = Σ f J* \ Σ ό ( χ - x">) Λρρ'(χ ; s) 
x exp (2π/8. x)dx (20) 
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with 
App-(x; s) = C(x)<jj)p'(x; s)Npp'(x) 
Soo φ(χ·. Ax) exp (2πί8 . Αχ)ά(Αχ) . (21) 
— CO 
/b(s) is the remaining term, corresponding to the sec­
ond term г;_1{1 — C(x){ in equation (14) for ^ 0 ο(χ). 
The first term /o(s) in equation (19) becomes then 
S + oo App'(x;s)^ô(x-xm) 
χ exp (2πί8 . x)dx = 2 fj\· \ ApP'(x; s) 
pp' J — oo 
л + оо 
χ exp (2nis . x)dx* \ 2 ^ ( x — xm) 
J—oo m 
л + оо 
χ exp (2πί8. x)dx = 2 fpΓρ> \ Αρρ·{χ ; s) 
PP' •'-'= 0 
χ exp (2ms . x)dx* 2 S(s — si) = 
/•+00 
Σ Σ Λ/ρ' \ ΑΡΡ'(χ'> SÙ e xP {2 π 'χ • (s-si)}dx . 
f pp J —00 
(22) 
Here * means convolution integral of the quantities 
at both sides of the sign. Furthermore Sj is the /th point 
of the reciprocal lattice (/=/1, /2, /3), chosen such that 
(xm . 8г) is an integer . (23) 
In equation (22) the terms in the summation over / are 
identified with the intensity distributions of the singular 
spots of a diffraction pattern /¡(s — sj), where 
/ ( e ) = 2 / i ( s - e i ) · (24) 
The result of this identification is: 
S + co Appix; si) 
χ exp (2π/χ . (s — Sí)}dx . (25) 
The identification makes sense when the diffraction 
pattern consists of (broadened) spots around the points 
sj, that can be separated from each other, so Ii(s — sì) 
must decrease sufficiently rapidly with | s - s ¡ | . This im-
plies that App'(x; si) varies sufficiently slowly with x. 
However, Αρρ'(χ·, si) contains the function Gpp'(x; si). 
This is a step function of χ unless p=p' = 0. Therefore 
^j>i>'(x; Sj) only can be a slowly varying function of x, 
when Npp'(x) (ρ, ρ' Φ 0) is sufficiently small compared 
with Noo(x); in addition ^(x; Ax) and C(x) must vary 
slowly with x. Thus the stacking-fault density is rela­
tively small when the diffraction pattern consists of 
discrete (broadened) spots around sj. 
The second term of equation (19): /b(s) can be shown 
to give a small angle effect, described by the δ function 
¿(s), if it is combined with the term for /=(0, 0, 0) in 
the summation over / in equation (22). 
In the case of a crystal without stacking faults equa-
tion (25) reduces to equation (31) of the previous paper. 
In that paper C(x) was called the form function of the 
average coherently scattering region. It is seen, that 
the meaning of C(x) in the case of a crystal with stack-
ing faults is the same as that in the case of a crystal 
without stacking faults. 
The function C(x) decreases when the relative trans-
lations (assumed to be at random) of the unit cells due 
to the distortions increase. Therefore the size of the 
average coherently scattering region decreases by in-
creasing distortions. The stacking faults also 'produce' 
relative translations of the unit cells and consequently 
the size of the average coherently scattering region 
decreases when the stacking-fault density increases. 
We have to realize that C(x), in the case of large 
distortions and in the case of relatively large stacking-
fault densities, is only a characteristic of ¿?Oo{x). Fur-
thermore the function C(x) depends in these cases on 
the choice of the primitive translation basis vectors of 
the lattice. 
The intensity distribution of a Debye-Scherrer line 
can be derived from equation (25) in the same way as 
it is derived for the case where there are no stacking 
faults. 
S + oo Gpp.(t; si)Npv-0)C(t) 
S + co <p(t; L) exp (2msiL)dL . (26) 
— co 
In this formula ÍQ is equal to the projection of the 
reciprocal lattice coordinate s — sj on the direction of sj. 
The parameter t is the modulus of a vector perpen-
dicular to the reflecting planes ; the modulus of si is 
denoted by si. The symbols Gpp-(t; sì), NPP'{t) and 
C{t) are used for Ορ
Ρ
·{χ·, sj), NpV'{x) and C{x) in the 
direction perpendicular to the reflecting planes, re­
spectively. The parameter L is the projection of Ax on 
that direction. When ^(x; L) is the projection of 
(p(x; Ax) on the same direction perpendicular to the 
reflecting planes, we can define φ{ί; L) as being ^(x; L) 
in that direction. 
If the diffraction lines are discrete, and for L>\d 
(where dis interplanar spacing), we can put φ{ί\ L) = 0. 
We have, however, to analyse the significance of C(i) 
and of <p(t; L) when this is done. This is done by sum­
ming the intensity distributions of all orders of reflexion 
for one crystallographic direction. 
I(s) = Σ Κ**) = /I(Í) * Σ á(J - J<) · (27) 
Here the term analogous to /b(s) is not included. The 
parameter s is used for |s| in the direction of sj. When 
equation (26) is substituted into equation (27) we get 
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ƒ(*) = 
2 Sis-sì) * 2 ( NPPit)C(t)GpP-(ti si) 
I pp' J-OO 
л + оо 
χ exp (2nisot)dt \ <p{t; L) exp (2nis¡L)dL 
S -boo ÇJ(/; L) exp (2rciJ,L)dL (28) 
— oo 
where tn = nd and л is an integer. If we include the 
term analogous to /¡,(s), we may write for equation (28) 
ns)=2f,rÁ+°°NrAt)GPP<t;s) 
PD* J — O O 
x ^ooO) exp (2mst)at. (29) 
The function вР00(У) is a repartition function 
^00(0= Σ c(ínMí«; г-/и)+^{і-с(/)}. (зо) 
л 
From equation (30), ¿?Oo(t) can be written as the sum 
of the projections φ(ίη', t — t„) of ç>(x; Λχ) times C(/n) 
plus the term ¿^{l — C(i)}. The functions <p(tn; t—tn) 
do not fulfil the condition φ(ίη', t — t„) = 0 for |/-fn| > 
id. However, it can be shown, that we can reformulate 
&Oo(t), without changing the result for the intensity 
distribution /η(ίο)ι as 
«^,«,(0= Σ c"(r„>"('«; t-tà+d-41-c'V)} · (3i) 
л 
With 
<p"(t
n
; t-t„) = Q when t-tn>\d (32) 
and 
\ ^ " ( r
n
; / - i „ ) d < = l . (33) 
Jin-id 
When we replace in equation (26) (pit; L) and C{t) with 
(»"(f; L) and C"(/), the result for /„(JQ) remains un­
changed. The function <p"(t„·, t — tn) is approximately 
equal to the projection of <p(t; Ax) in the direction per­
pendicular to the reflecting planes if the reflecting 
planes are spanned up by two of the three primitive 
translation vectors, or when φ(\; Ax) is a very sharp 
function of Ax. The unprimed quantities cannot be 
derived uniquely from the primed ones, so the primed 
quantities can only be determined from a powder dia­
gram unless a model of the distortions is assumed. (For 
ease of writing, the primes are omitted in the follow­
ing.) 
Inversion of the equations 
For the analysis of the structure of distorted crystalline 
materials it is of interest to invert equation (26). Fur­
thermore the effects of distortion, size and stacking 
faults have to be separated. Below, a method is given 
for the separation of the stacking-fault effect from 
both the size and the distortion effects. When this 
separation is carried out, one can proceed by means 
of the known methods for the separation of the size 
effect from the distortion effect. (Warren & Averbach, 
1952; La Fleur & Koopmans, 1968.) We confine our­
selves to the powder diagram. 
Let us put 
S + 0 0 <p(t ; L) exp (2nisiL)dL = a(t ; si) (34) 
— 00 
The Fourier transform of Ii(so)'. A(t; si) is equal to: 
A(t; s,) = 2fJl' C(f)Λ^,(θσ
Λ
,(/; *іЖ'; si) . (35) 
pp' 
The stacking-fault density is necessarily relatively small 
if the diffraction lines are discrete. Therefore Ν
Ρ
ρ·(ί) 
(PtP'^Q, t>0) can be neglected in comparison with 
Nop(t) and NPo(t). Thus, we have 
N = Noo(t)+ 2 N
op(t) = N0o(-t)+ 2 Nop(-t). (36) 
It follows from the definition of N0p(t) and Npo(t), 
that: 
N„¿t) = Np¿-t) (37) 
and, combining equations (36) and (37), we find: 
Nop(t) = Npo(t). (38) 
By the definition of Gpp'{t; si) we may write 
Gppit;si) = GP'P(t;si). (39) 
Equations (39) and (37) are substituted into equation 
(35); NPP'(t) (p,p'=£0) is neglected. The result is 
A(t;si)=foroN00(t)C(t)a(t;si) 
+ 2 {IRefJDGJt; si)N0P(t)C(t)a(t; si) . (40) 
We will write down the imaginary part and the real 
part of equation (40) separately. To that end we denote 
the real part of A(t;si), a(t;si) and Gop(t; si) with: 
ATC(t·, si), are(t; si) and G^(i; 5;) respectively. The cor-
responding imaginary parts are indicated with the 
superscript 'im'. We denote fJl by F0, {2RefJ'p} 
Gll(t;si) by F;e, and {2Refj;}G%(t;si) by Ff. We 
find then for the real and imaginary parts of equation 
(40), respectively: 
A"(t; si) = F0{N- 2 Nop(t)}C(t)a"(t; 5,) 
p*o 
+ 2F"No^)C(t)a"(t;si) 
рфо 
-I^UOCÍOa'-í/;'!) (41) 
ρ/ο 
and 
A^t;si) = F0{N- 2 NoP{t)}C{t)a^t;si) 
p / o 
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ч
>(')С('Ке(';*) 
pïo 
+ 2 F?Nj!)C(f)ab\t\ st). (42) 
The above equations hold when an arbitrary number 
of different types of stacking faults occur in the mater-
ial. Each new combination of the vectors Xp and Aiip 
could characterize a new type of stacking fault. Let us 
assume now that for each glide plane direction Xp only 
one type of stacking fault occurs. This assumption is 
not strictly necessary, but it simplifies the further cal-
culations. The set of all stacking faults with glide plane 
directions х.р = 5хр (where S is any point group sym­
metry operation of the crystals) could be called the set 
of stacking faults that are equivalent by the symmetry 
of the structure. Let us assume also that there exists 
only one of such a set of stacking faults in the crystal­
line material. This assumption simplifies further the 
calculations, but also is not strictly necessary. 
For a polycrystalline material that is distorted at 
random, we may assume (in view of the above restric­
tions) 
Ν0ρ{γΧρ) = Ν0ρ'(γΧρ') (43) 
ύρφΟ and ρ'φ0 and if у is any real parameter (|Xp| = 
|Xp-| = 1). This means that the number of unit cells of 
type ρ that are at a distance Xp from all unit cells of 
type о is equal to the number of unit cells of type p' 
that are at a distance Xp- from all unit cells of type о 
in the material. 
Since we can neglect all Npp'(x) with ρ, ρ' φ 0, the 
quantity Nop'(x) is approximately constant for χτ'Ο. 
In view of equation (43) we can write 
N-W0p(x) = N-Wppix) = к . (44) 
We can give an expression for к in terms of the quo­
tient {Aim(t;si} {ATe(t/si)}-1 by expanding it into a 
power series of / • 
{Aim(t;si)}{ATe(t;si)}-l=a + bt + ct2 + 
(t>0). (45) 
Since 
hm<p(t;L) = ô{L) (46) 
Чо 
we have 
l i m e l m ( i ; j | ) = 0 . (47) 
From equation (45) we get 
limAim(t;sì)ATe(t;sì)-l=a (48) 
The results (47), (48) and (44) are combined with equa-
tions (41) and (42) 
к = aF0{aF0k + 2 ( ^ - а*?)}"1 · (49) 
P/o 
Here к is the number of types of stacking faults. By 
the relations (48) and (49) the stacking-fault density κ 
is connected directly with the real and imaginary parts 
of the Fourier coefficients of the line profile of a Debye-
Scherrer line. The dependence of the imaginary 
coefficients on the choice of d (or sì) is the mam ob-
jection against the use of the imaginary coefficients for 
the determination of stacking-fault densities. However, 
equations (48) and (49) are independent of that choice. 
These relations could be very useful therefore for the 
determination of the stacking-fault density. 
Once the stacking-fault density κ is known, we can 
determine С(0аге(';*і) and C(t)alm(t;si) from the Fou­
rier coefficients of the line profile. To that end we sub­
stitute κ for N^NopU) in equations (41) and (42). From 
this substitution it follows that 
C(t)a^it;si) = lK'2F^Ab%t;si) 
p*o 
+ A"{t;sl){F¿\-kK) + K2F7}\ 
ρφο 
χ [{FJi\-kK) + K 2 n e } 2 + K2( 1 Fí")2]-1 (50) 
p*o ρφο 
and 
C{t)a*{t\ я) = [Л"»(*; ίι) {F
a
{\-kK) 
+ Ky24F?}-Anit;si)Ky24Ffí\ 
ρφο ρφο 
χ [{F
e
(i - к к ) + к 2 ργγ+кК 2 fr) 2 )" 1 · (5О 
ρφο ρφο 
In conclusion, we arrive at the following procedure for 
the separation of the size effect, the distortion effect 
and the stacking-fault effect. This procedure can be 
applied for a polycrystalline material, that is distorted 
at random and in which one set of stacking faults oc­
curs, that are equivalent by the symmetry of the struc­
ture. This same approach is also justified when only 
one type of stacking fault occurs m the polycrystalline 
material. 
By means of equations (48) and (49) the stacking-
fault effect is separated from both the size effect and 
the distortion effect. One obtains the stacking-fault 
density к. When к is known, the quantities C(i)a r e(/; sì) 
and C{t)alm(t;sì) are determined by means of equa-
tions (50) and (51). Using the latter quantities the size 
effect and the distortion effect can be separated with 
the methods of Warren & Averbach (1952) or with that 
of La Fleur & Koopmans (1968). 
The equations can be extended to the case of more 
sets of equivalent types of stacking faults and to the 
case that more than one type of stacking fault occurs 
for one glide plane direction. These cases are probably 
exceptional in nature and the above procedure will be 
generally sufficient in the most common cases. 
Discussion 
We conclude from the foregoing that equation (25) 
gives a right description of the diffraction intensity 
distributions of small distorted crystals with stacking 
faults, within the limitations of the geometrical theory. 
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It is also restricted to the case that each type of stack­
ing fault 'produces' only one new type of unit cell in 
the material. 
The intensity distribution of a powder diagram line 
is described by equation (26) with the same limitations 
as for equation (25). The quantities φ(ί·, L) and C(i) 
in equation (26) can be replaced by φ"(ί; L) and C"(t), 
chosen such that <p"(t; L) = 0 for L>.\d. This provides 
also a right description of the intensity distribution of 
a Debye-Scherrer line. The quantities (p"(t; L) and 
C"(r) can be found from the line profiles; the corre­
sponding unprimed quantities cannot be found from 
a powder diagram, unless a model of the distortions is 
assumed. 
The intensity distributions given in equations (25) 
and (26) are still unnormalized. When one wishes to 
determine the distribution of the distortions and the 
form function of the average coherently scattering re­
gion it is necessary to know the normalization constant 
to within the factor N. To find that constant, equation 
(26) is integrated over So 
S + oo Ii(s0)ds0 
— oo 
= f "dio 2fpfl' C~C(0<w('; sÒNpp«) 
"—<*> pp' J —OO 
S + co <p(t ; L) exp (2nisiL)dL 
— oo 
= lui' [+"ô(t)GPP>mpp<t)<it 
pp' J—СО 
S + οα φ{ΐ; L) exp (2nisiL)dL 
— oo 
= NooWofo + Nu(0) 2 2Re/0/; . (52) 
Here we used GPp'(0) = l and Npp'(0) = 0 if ρ, ρ ' # 0 . 
Equation (52) holds when all glide plane directions are 
equivalent by the symmetry of the structure, or, when 
Nop(t) = 0 for ρ Φ 0 and ρ Φ1. We have for these cases : 
A:Mi(0) = ./ -ЛГ
о о
(0). (53) 
Where к is the number of types of stacking faults. 
Thus the inverse of the normalization constant is: 
5+°° N—N (TD 
Ii(so)ds0=f0f:N00(0)+ " ' ° A ± 2 {2Re/0/;} . 
— oo Λ ρ фО 
(54) 
Once the stacking-fault density κ is known, one can 
calculate the normalization constant to within the fac­
tor N by means of relations (53) and (54) and the 
relation 
K = N-^,m- (55) 
A final remark should be made. In equations (44), (49), 
(50) and (51) we disregarded the special case, that one 
of the glide plane directions is perpendicular to Sn. 
Then, for that type of stacking-fault, N^lNop(t) equals 
zero instead of /c, and that value should be substituted 
into equations (41) and (42). Of course κ can be sub­
stituted for all other types of stacking faults. The equa­
tions (49), (50) and (51) can be adapted immediately 
by omitting F^1 and Ff for that type of stacking fault. 
We are indebted to Prof. A. G. M. Janner for his 
criticism and remarks. 
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The Temperature Dependence of X-ray Diffraction Intensities of Crystals 
BY P. L. LA FLEUR 
Instituut voor Theoretische Fysica, Katholieke Universiteit, Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
(Recwved 26 January 1970) 
The correspondence of the thermal movement m crystals and the Bragg-reflexion intensity distribu­
tions is treated in terms of a theory developed for describing the effect of static mechanical distortions. 
The basic functions appearing in that theory are replaced here by the corresponding time averages. 
The dependence of the temperature factor on the crystal size is discussed The effect that additional 
static mechanical distortions have on the temperature factor is also discussed Moreover it appears 
from the given expressions that there is a broadening in the Bragg reflexions as a consequence of the 
crystal distortions due to thermal movement In the kinematicdl approximation, the integral intensity 
of a Bragg reflexion is temperature independent. If the integral intensity decreases as the temperature 
increases this is either a dynamical effect or a consequence of a measurement that takes only into ac­
count the intensity in a limited region around the maximum of the Bragg reflexion In line profile 
analysis, the thermal bioadening effect can be separated from the mechanical distortion broadening 
effect by means of Stokes's method if a reference powder, of the same substance (in an undistorted con­
stitution) as the powder subjected to analysis is used 
Introduction 
The temperature dependence of X-ray diffraction in­
tensities is usually taken into account by the Debye-
Waller factor exp ( — 2W), that is derived on the basis 
of the kinematical theory. However, many authors 
(see e.g. M Born, 1942-1943) have noticed that the 
thermal effect on the diffraction pattern is much more 
complicated than the factor exp( — 2W) would sug­
gest: in particular the thermal diffuse scattering (TDS) 
is not completely described by the Debye-Waller fac­
tor. 
A sharp distinction is generally drawn between Bragg 
scattering and TDS (in the one, two or more phonon 
scattering approximation); the Debye-Waller factor is 
believed to describe the temperature dependence of the 
Bragg reflexions and it is understood as a general fac­
tor of proportionality for the TDS. 
It is known that for instance anharmomcity of the 
crystal causes deviations from the law described by the 
Debye-Waller factor (Maradudin & Flinn, 1963). Dy­
namical effects also produce deviations from that law: 
Parthasarathy (I960) found that the integral intensity 
of a Bragg reflexion of a thick crystal is proportional 
to exp ( — W) instead of exp ( — 2 W). 
In this paper we will show that deviations also arise 
in the region where the kinematical theory describes 
the diffraction pattern correctly. The theory already 
developed for the diffraction of small distorted crys­
tals (La Fleur, 1969) is adapted here to the case of 
thermal movement. Since the distortions due to the 
thermal movement are time dependent, some quan­
tities defined in the theory mentioned above have to be 
replaced by their time averages. In this way the broad­
ening of the Bragg reflexions due to the thermal move­
ments in the crystal appears as a special case of a more 
general one. The TDS is produced by the tails of those 
(broadened) Bragg reflexions. 
It is found that the integral value of the intensity 
of a Bragg reflexion, in the kinematical approximation, 
is temperature independent. The top intensity of a 
Bragg reflexion is proportional to the Debye-Waller 
factor exp ( — 21V), only if the crystal is sufficiently 
large (but not so large, that the kinematical theory 
cannot be used). The value of the temperature factor 
depends on the crystal size and moreover on additional 
static mechanical distortions. 
Derivation of equations 
The distinction between TDS and the Bragg reflexions 
is based on a series expansion, that is obtained from 
the exact formula for the intensity distribution /(s). 
Γ 4π2 
I(s)=fl Σ exp p r z s . {xi-Xi}-
 NM 
χ >. {s . e,(k)}z£)(k) {1 -cos (2πΚ . χ,-χ,-)} ! (1) 
kj J 
For the derivation of this formula see, for instance, 
Maradudin, Montroll &Weiss (1963).The formula holds 
for a Bravais lattice. The symbols represent the follow­
ing: s, reciprocal-space vector, /(s), intensity at the 
point s in the reciprocal-space ;/o, structure factor of an 
atom; /, set of three integers (/|,/2,/0, indicating xj, the 
/th lattice point of the crystal ; N, number of atoms in the 
crystal, M, mass of an atom ; k, wave-vector of a pho­
non ;j, indication of a branch of the phonon spectrum; 
e;(k), polarisation-vector of a phonon, of they th branch 
of the spectrum, with wave-vector к ; £j(k) is a short­
hand notation for {h/2tOj(k)} coth {Aco/kJ/iAT}, where 
h is Planck's constant divided by 2π, Γ the temperature, 
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к the Boltzmann constant and cü;(k) is the angular 
frequency of a phonon, of the 7 th branch, with wave-
vector к 
The above mentioned series expansion is 
with 
/(в)=/Зехр(-2ИО[/о + /і + /2+ I (2) 
/ 0 = 2 е х р { 2 т 8 . ( х г - х г ) } , 
II' 
(3) 
4π2 
^ÌNM g {»•*»>**» 
χ cos {2як . (χ; - xj')} ехр {2π/5 . (χ; - хг )} (4) 
and so on 
/0 is interpreted as the Bragg reflexion and Iu ¡г and 
further terms as the thermal diffuse scattering. Such 
an interpretation would be correct if li, I2 would 
vanish at s
n
, the points in reciprocal space, where 
Bragg reflexions occur. In reality the TDS peaks at the 
points Sn. (See Warren, 1968). It is therefore better to 
avoid the above series expansion and to write formula 
(1) in a form equivalent to that indicated in formula (7) 
of a previous paper (La Fleur, 1969), giving the inten­
sity distribution of a distorted crystal 
We first write down the intensity distribution at a 
given time /: 
I(s, t ) = Nfl \ 2 exp {2ms . x)<5(xm — x)dx 
«J — 00 m 
ftoo 
χ \ Ф(х,Лх,/) exp (2π/8 . ¿íx)d(Jx) 
• '—00 
(xm = x i - x i ) . (5) 
The function Φ(χ,Λχ,/) is a distribution function for 
the relative shifts of the atoms (modulo a lattice vec­
tor) at time t. For more details of that function we 
refer to the previous paper (La Fleur, 1969) From 
equation (5) it follows that the intensity distribution 
In(soJ) around the nth reciprocal lattice point at time t 
equals : 
/»00 
/«(«о. 0 =/o \ e x P (2πι$ο . x)dx 
J — 00 
S00 Φ(χ,Λχ,ί) εχρ(2π/8 . á\)d(/ix) 
— 00 
(So = S-S„). (6) 
When we introduce the time average Ф(х,Лх) of 
Φ(χ,^χ, ί) , we get for the time average /n(so) of 
/100 
/«(so) =fo \ e x P (2π/5ο . x)dx 
S00 0(x,Ax)exp(2nis.A\)d(Ax). (7) 
— 00 
This shows that it is natural to describe the effect of 
thermal movement in terms of the theory for distorted 
crystals. 
In the same way as in that theory we may write for 
Φ(χ,Λχ): 
Ф(х,Ах) = С(х)<р(х,Лх)+ 1 { l-C(x)} (8) 
where C(x) is the form function of the average coher­
ently scattering region and ρ(χ,Λχ) is a new distribu­
tion function for the relative shifts (modulo a lattice 
vector) of the atoms. The function <p(x, ¿fx) fulfils the 
condition 
?»{х,і(еі.е2.ез)}=0 (9) 
with- 61,62,63 primitive basis translation vectors. 
We denote the volume of a unit cell by ν and that 
of the crystal by V For a more detailed description of 
the quantities φ(χ,Αχ) and C(x) we refer to the previous 
paper (La Fleur, 1969). 
The effect of the fimteness of the crystal is taken into 
account by the form function of the crystal V. V(x). 
Including this effect also in equation (6) and using 
equation (7) one obtains 
/«(so) =Д Г V(x)C(x) exp (2ms0. x)dx 
ν — 00 
/too 
χ \ φ(χ,Αχ) exp (2πι$ . Ax)d(Ax) . (10) 
J — 00 
We try now to write formula (1) in the form of equation 
(10) Writing x
m
 for хг-х;' and using the fact that 
s„ . x
m
 are integers, we get 
/(so) =/o Σ V • V{x
m
) exp (2πΐ8ο χ m) 
m 
4π2 
е х р [ - ^ г 2 { 8 . е ; ( к ) } ^ ( к ) { 1 - с о 5 ( 2 я к . х
ш
) } ] . 
(Π) 
Replacing summation by integration formula (10) be­
comes 
/»(so) = f IV Γ K(x) exp (2πι^ . χ) 
J — CO 
xexp{-[/(s,x)}dx (12) 
where 
4π2 
t/(»,x)= ^ 1 { 8 . е Х к ) } ^ ( к ) 
χ {l-cos(2nk,x)}. (13) 
Comparison of equations (10) and (12) shows that 
/•DO 
C(x) \ φ(χ. Ax) exp (2π/5 . Ax)d{áx) 
J —00 
= exp{-C/(s,x)}. (14) 
We now show that in equations (10) and (12) s can be 
replaced by s„ within a very good approximation. Take 
the Fourier transform of /«(so). According to equation 
(10) one finds 
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SCO Ini^expi-lmso x')dso 
— oo 
=fo V Γ I/(x)C(x) exp {2mso. (χ - x')}dxdso 
J —oo 
ç7(x,Jx) exp {2π/(8η + 5ο). Δχ}ά(Δ\) 
— oo 
Í»OO 
=fiv\ ¿ ( x ' - x + Jx)F(x)C(x)dx 
•J — o o 
x \ ^(x, Jx) exp (2π;8„ /ίχ^ΛχΊ 
#' — oo 
=fl УК K(x' + Jx)C(x' + Δχ)φ(*' + Δχ, Δ*) 
φ(χ + Δχ,Δχ): 
üC(x + ^x) 
χ exp {IniSn • Δχ)ά(Δχ) . (15) 
For ^(x), C(x) and ^(x,Jx) sufficiently slowly varying 
functions of x, since Jx<^x, one may also write in­
stead of equation (15)· 
Soo /„(so) exp ( - 2π;5ο. x)ds0 
- / ο ^ Γ K(x)C(xMx,^x)exp(27ns„ Δχ)ά{Δχ). 
(16) 
This is the same as replacing s by Sn in equation (10) 
For justifying this approximation in the case of the 
thermal movement, we only need to show that <Γ(χ) 
and φ(χ,Δχ) vary slowly with χ According to equa­
tion (14) φ{χ,Δχ) has the following Fourier expansion-
1 2 
φ{χ,Δχ)= — + - 7-T 2 cos (2π8„ . Δχ) 
ν vC{x) „¿о 
χ exp{-t/(s„,x)}, (17) 
where χ ^ 0 and и ^ 0 means η = («ι, n2,Из) ^ (0,0,0), 0 is 
the zero vector 
We also have 
1 2 
<»(x + Jx,/lx)= — + -^ 2 cos (2π8„ . Jx) 
xexp{íy-(s„ .x- l -z lx)} . (18) 
It is now always possible to find a zfk<^k, such that 
cos {27г(к+Лк). x} = cos {2лк . (x +Jx)} (19) 
so equation (18) is equivalent to: 
1 2 
φ(χ + Δχ,Δχ)= + — - ^ 2 cos (2π8„ . Δχ) 
υ υ€(χ + Δχ) „^о 
x exp [- - ^ Σ {s„ . е Д к - ^ к ) } ^ ( к - / ( к ) 
х{1-со8(2як.х)}1 . (20) 
Since еДк) and w^k) vary slowly for most values of к 
instead of equation (20) we can set 
χ 2 cos (2π8η . Δχ) exp {- [/(s„,x)} . (21) 
Comparison of equations (21) and (17) shows that 
^(χ + ^ χ,χ) and €{χ + Δχ) can be replaced by φ{χ,Δχ) 
and C(x) respectively within a good approximation, 
so they can be considered as slowly varying functions 
of x. 
In the case of the thermal movement explicit ex­
pressions can be given for C(x) and с>(х,Лх). So C(x) 
can be found by substituting equation (11) into equa­
tion (17) One obtains 
C(x) = 2 2 (-I)"«+"*+"»+ 1exp{-£/(s„,x)}. (22) 
Substituting equation (20) into equation (17) one gets 
an expression for r/>(x,Jx) Note that by definition 
C(0)=1 and?>(0)Jx) = a(Jx) 
The general behaviour of the functions C(x) and 
φ{χ,Δχ) is the same in the case of thermal movement 
and of static mechanical deformation: C(x) decreases 
when χ increases and the spread of φ(χ,Δχ) as a func­
tion of χ increases with increasing χ Therefore the 
thermal movement also produces Bragg reflexions ex­
hibiting a 'particle-size broadening' and a 'distortion 
broadening'. The former one is order independent 
whereas the latter one is order dependent. 
Nevertheless in the case of thermal movement the 
functions C(x) and φ{χ,Δχ) have an additional inter­
esting property The factor cos (2nk . x) oscillates very 
rapidly as a function of к for large |x|. Therefore in 
this case the contribution of the term containing 
cos (2як χ) in the exponentials of equations (17) and 
(22) vanishes by the summation over k, and C(x) be­
comes independent of χ 
limC(x) = 2 2 (-l)-i+"2+»3+> 
πΐϋ 
χ exp [- ~ 2 £í(k){s» e,(k)p] 
= 2 2 ( - l ) ' ' 1 + ' , 2 + ' , 3 + 1 exp( -2W0 (23) 
n/0 
where W is a function of (пиП2,п}) The same can be 
proved for φ(χ,Δχ) 
Let us consider now the effect of thermal movement 
on the diffraction intensity distribution when static 
mechanical distortions are present in the crystal We 
assume that the dynamics of the thermal movement 
is not affected m first approximation by the static dis­
tortions We introduce the function Ф
т
е(х,Лх), being 
the distribution function for the relative shifts of the 
atoms (to within a lattice vector) in the absence of 
thermal movement When we take into account the 
thermal movement, we get for the intensity distribu­
tion 
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Uso) = 
Î»OO 
/gV \ K(x) exp {2mso . x) exp { - t/(s„, x)}dx 
x \ Фте(х,^х) exp (2πί5„ . Jx)d(/fx). (24) 
The thermal effect is described by exp {-(7(s„,x)}, 
this exponential can be written as the Fourier trans­
form of a function Фт(х, ¿fx) 
exp {-[/(s„,x)} 
= \ Ф
ш
(х,Лх)ехр (2^8,, . /Jx)d(zfx) . (25) 
J — oo 
Combining equations (24) and (25) we find that the 
intensity distribution is given again by equation (7) if 
we put 
Ф(х,Лх) = Ф,(х,Лх) = Фте(х,Лх) * Фт(х,^х) (26) 
Of course the convolution integral is taken with respect 
to the variable Ax 
Now equation (24) can be put into the form of equa­
tion (10), the functions C(x) and <p(x,Ax) determining 
completely the autocorrelation function ^(x), given by 
(x)= 2 ФАх
т
,Ах) (27) 
and descnbing the time averaged probability density 
of finding an atom at a distance χ from another ar­
bitrary atom in the crystal 
Discussion 
An expression for the integral intensity of a Bragg 
reflexion can be derived directly from equations (24) 
and (26) 
S CO /„(so)dso = 
— oo 
rtOO rtOO 
Vf Л \ К(х)ехр(2я/8о.х) 
V — oo J — OO 
χ exp {— [/(s^,x)}dxdso 
/»oo 
x \ Фгае(х,Лх) exp (2π;5η . Ax)d(Ax) 
· ' — OO 
SOO ΛΟΟ \ V(x) exp (2π/5ο . xídxdso 
— OO ЩІ — o o 
S OO Ф<(х, Ax) exp (2πί5η Ax)d(Ax) 
— oo 
= Yfl\ ö(x)V(x)dx 
V — oo 
S OO Φί(χ,ζίχ) exp (2πΐ5„ . Ax)d(Ax) 
— oo 
ΛΟΟ 
= Д \ δ(Αχ) exp (2π/8„ . Ax)d(Ax) = Vf¡ . (28) 
The value obtained is temperature independent, a 
conclusion that seems to contradict experiment. Note 
however, that here the contribution due to the TDS 
is also included. According to us this is more correct 
than separating the TDS from the Bragg reflexions 
since they are always observed together 
It follows that the kinematical theory cannot explain 
an exponential decrease of the integral intensity with 
the temperature Nevertheless, when a decrease of that 
intensity is expenmentally observed there may be (at 
least) two reasons for it Either it may be a dynamical 
effect (we refer here to the work of Parthasarathy (1960) 
for more details) or the decrease is found since the in-
tensity is measured in a limited region around s,, only. 
Since for higher temperatures C(x) decreases faster 
with χ and φ(χ,Αχ) is a broader function of Ax, at 
constant x, than for lower temperatures, the Bragg 
reflexions broaden more and more by increasing tem­
perature and the corresponding fraction of the total 
amount of radiation that enters the ionization chamber 
decreases. In this sense we agree with Owen & Williams 
(1947), when they suppose that the increase of the slope 
of the In \ /„(so)dso versus Γ curve is connected with 
•'Aso 
an increase of the TDS. (zfso indicates a limited region 
of integration around s» ) 
Let us consider now the top intensity of a Bragg 
reflexion Assuming that the top intensity is found at 
the point So = 0, we get from formula (12) 
Ιη(0)=ν/20Γ (/(x)exp{-[/(s„,x)}dx. (29) 
V — oo 
/„(0) depends implicitly on the form of the crystal The 
Debye-Waller factor follows from equation (29) if one 
assumes that the crystal is very large (but not so large 
that the kinematical approximation cannot be used) 
To show this we choose a distance r, such that the con­
tribution of the term with cos (2лк. χ) in the expo­
nential of equation (29) vanishes for all χ with |x| >r. 
The right-hand side of equation (29) can be split into 
two parts: 
/«(0) = Vf S [ V(x) exp { - t/(s,„ x)}dx 
+ V exp ( - 2 W) \ V(x)dx (30) 
If the crystal is large the first right-hand term of equa­
tion (30) is much smaller than the second one and can 
be neglected. One finds 
/ „ ( 0 ) ~ F ^ e x p ( - 2 ^ ) , (31) 
i.e. the well known Debye-Waller factor. Note that 
the top intensity is also proportional to the square of 
the volume of the crystal. 
For a very small crystal F(x) tends very rapidly to 
zero for increasing χ In the limit, of an infinitely small 
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crystal, we can approximate in formula (29) cos 
(Ink . x) by 1 and in this case one obtains 
/
Л
( 0 ) ~ К / 0 2 Г F ( x ) e x p ( 0 ) d x = K ^ (32) 
J — CO 
The value of the top intensity therefore can vary be­
tween V2flexp ( — 2W) and V2fl depending upon the 
crystal size In the intermediate region between both 
limits the top intensity will show a more involved tem­
perature dependence than the exponential one 
The temperature factor of the Bragg reflexion in­
tensity also depends on mechanical distortions. This 
appears from equation (24) At low temperatures /n(0) 
will tend to the temperature independent value 
Ιη(0)=ν/20\ V(x)dx\ Ф те(х,Лх) 
exp (2niSn Ax)d(Ax) (33) 
If the crystal is sufficiently large and at high temper­
atures /n(0) will tend to 
/„(О) =ƒ2 ν2 exp ( - 2 W). (34) 
In the presence of static mechanical distortions the 
slope of the In /n(0) versus Τ curve increases with the 
temperature Anharmonicity also causes an increase of 
that slope Anharmonicity studies based on this last 
effect (following the proposal of Maradudin & Flinn, 
1963) have to take into account the former effect also 
In the study of the mechanical distortions by har­
monic analysis of the Debye-Scherrer line intensity 
distributions we have to account apparently for the 
broadening due to the thermal movement For the 
separation of the instrumental broadening from the 
particle size and the distortion broadening effects one 
generally uses Stokes's (1948) method Here the ex­
perimental intensity distribution is considered as the 
convolution of /«(so) given by equation (24) and that 
of a reference powder In, ref(so) 
The thermal broadening effect is separated auto­
matically from the static mechanical distortion broad­
ening effect, if a mechanical undistorted reference pow­
der is used of the same substance as that subjected to 
the analysis. Indeed, according to equations (24), (25) 
and (26) we can write 
I
n
 («о) = In th(So) * 4 me («о). (35) 
with 
A,th(s)o = 
S OO /»CO 
V(x) exp (2π/8ο x)dx\ Ф
ш
(х,Лх) 
— oo t) — oo 
χ exp (2π/8„ Ax)d(Ax) (36) 
and 
S oo /»oo 
exp(2mso x)dx\ Φα(χ,Αχ) 
— со «Ϊ— oo 
χ exp (2msn zfx)d(^x). (37) 
We thank Professor A G M Janner for his critical 
remarks and advice 
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Auszug 
Die Dispersion ebener thermischer Wellen (Phononen) in Kristallen laßt 
sich aus der Intensitätsverteilung der Rontgonstrahlbeugung um einen Punkt 
des reziproken Gitters bestimmen. In der dargelegten Methode worden dafür 
keine Phononenbeugungs-Korrekturen höherer Ordnung benotigt. Es wird 
gezeigt, daß die Polarisation und Dispersion der Phononen aus den Intensitäts-
verteilungen um sechs passend ausgewählte Punkte des reziproken Citters 
bestimmt werden können. 
Abstract 
The dispersion of the thermal plane waves (phonons) in crystals can be 
determined from the x-ray diffraction intensity distribution around a reciprocal 
lattice point. In the method presented here no higher-order phonon-scattering 
corrections are necessary. I t is shown furthermore that polarizations and dis-
persion of the phonons can be determined from the intensity distributions 
around six properly chosen reciprocal lattice points. 
Introduction 
The thermal movement in crystals, in the harmonic approxima-
tion, is gouverned by the force coefficients Φ
α
β{1) or by the dynamical 
matrix : 
Deß(k) = ~ Σ Φ
αβ
(1) exp [ - 2яік · x(0] (1) 
taken here with respect to an orthonormal coordinate system ; α, β = 
1, 2, 3. The vector к is the wave vector; x(l) is the Zth point of the 
crystal lattice with coordinates (h, h, h) with respect to the basis 
of a Bravais lattice; M is the atomic mass. For formula (1) see for 
instance MARADUDIN, MONTROLL and W E I S S (1963). 
If we know the polarization fy(k) of all plane waves for all branches 
of the phonon spectrum j , and if we know all corresponding angular 
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frequencies coy(k), we can find the force coefficients Φ
χ
ρ{1) by Fourier 
inversion of equation (1) and by means of the following equation: 
ш;
2(к)
е
,/к) = Г£>
я
,(к)е/,у(к). (2) 
ß 
[eÄ;(k) are the components of е ;(к) with respect to the orthonormal 
basis.] 
This is one of the reasons we are interested in the determination 
of Ci^ (k) from coherent of incoherent neutron scattering or from the 
one phonon part of the x-ray thermal diffuse scattering. 
In the preceding paper (LA F L E U R , 1970) we have given an ex­
pression describing the intensity distribution of a Bragg reflection 
plus its surrounding thermal diffuse scattering (the diffraction intensity 
distribution around a reciprocal lattice point). In this paper we will 
show that this expression can be applied for the calculation of a>;(k) 
and fy(k) as an alternative method avoiding the difficulty of the 
multiphonon scattering corrections. 
Nevertheless it seems that the methods given below are, as yet, 
difficult to apply, since for a complete determination of ft>;(k) and 
fy(k) one needs the complete knowledge of the intensity distributions 
around six properly chosen reciprocal lattice points. If the polariza­
tions are purely longitudinal and transverse, the dispersion can be 
calculated from the intensity distribution around one reciprocal 
lattice point only. For this case the approach proposed seems very 
promising as the difficulty of multiphonon scattering corrections does 
not arise. 
Calculations 
The intensity distribution I
n
 (so) around the nth reciprocal lattice 
point, i.e. the Bragg reflection plus its surrounding thermal diffuse 
scattering, is determined by the polarizations e;(k) and the quantities 
^ ( k ) , defined by: 
Я
Нк) = ^ с о Ш ( ^ > | > (3, 
where: Τ is the temperature, % is the Planck's constant, and к is 
the Boltzmann's constant. 
The intensity distribution for a monatomic crystal can be given: 
/n(So) = / o ^ ƒ F ( x ) e x p ( 2 7 r i s - x ) e x p { - C / ( s „ ) x ) } d x , (4) 
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U(*»> χ) = - Ά ΣΑ
η
{1ι) {1 -οο8(2π к · χ)}, (5) 
with 
NM 
Лп(к) = £{я»-еу(к)}2Я,(к). (β) 
and 
The meaning of the other symbols is: 
n: set of three indices (пі,%2,%з), 
Sn : position of the nth Bragg reflection in the reciprocal space, 
s : reciprocal space coordinate, so = s—Sn, 
/o: structure factor of an atom, 
V(\): form function of the crystal, 
V: volume of the crystal, and 
N: number of atoms in the crystal. 
Equation (4) is the same as equation (12) of the previous paper 
(LA F L E U R , 1970), except for the fact that s has been replaced here 
by Sn as an approximation. I t is equivalent to replacing s by s
ra
 in 
equation (10) of the previous paper, where we have shown that it 
is a good approximation. 
Neglect of the overlap with the intensity distributions around 
the neighbouring reciprocal lattice points is the major approximation 
in equation (4). 
As a first step we will show now that the quantities Лга(к) can be 
obtained from the intensity distribution around s
re
 in two different 
ways. Later on we will show that Ej(k) and fy(k) can be calculated 
from A
n
(k). 
According to equation (4) natural logarithm of the Fourier trans­
form of In(So) equals: 
CO 
In ƒ In(So)exv(-2niso-x)dso = ln[flVV(x)-U(s„,x)]. (7) 
The lefthand-side term of equation (7) cannot be determined 
exactly from experiment because of the neglect of the overlap in 
equation (4), but we can obtain a good approximation by integrating 
only over the intensity distribution in the Brillouin zone. We will 
discuss this approximation in the last part of this paper. 
The integrated intensity In of a Bragg reflection at the reciprocal 
lattice point sn (excluding its surrounding thermal diffuse scattering) 
e q U a I S :
 In = tlVoxP(-2W). (8) 
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Here exp (— 2 \V) is the Debye-Waller factor with: 
(9) 4л
2 
2w = wf^<k>· 
We substitute equations (8) and (9) in equation (7): 
In /' / ^ S ü ) - e x p ( - 2 7 n S o - x ) c l S o 
4 π2 
= ]п (х) + ^
г
ІАп(к)соа{2лк-х). (10) 
к 
We see now two possibilities of finding ^4„(k). For the first one we 
need the intensity distributions around two reciprocal lattice points 
and for the second one we need only the intensity distribution around 
one reciprocal lattice point. 
A. C a l c u l a t i o n of Л
г е
(к) f rom t h e i n t e n s i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
a r o u n d t w o r e c i p r o c a l l a t t i c e p o i n t s 
Suppose that we know І
П
'($о), In', In"(so) and In", for the reciprocal 
lattice points s
n
' and s»", with Sn" = hs
n
'·, {h is integer). One can 
derive then directly from equation (10): 
In 
ƒ / „ „ / я , (So) exp (— 2πί$ο· χ) dso 
ƒ In· In" (So) exp (— 2πΐ8ο· x) dso 
— L O 
=
 4
^ i i ! j / t 2 1 ¿ ' ^ n - ( k ) c o s ( 2 ^ k - x ) . (11) NM 
This equation can be multiplied by exp (—2лък' · χ) and integrated 
over x. When we replace the summation over к by an integration we 
find for Лп'(к) the expression: 
M A
n'^)=
 4 я і „ ( 1 _ Л І ) ƒ e x p ( - 2 ^ k - x ) 
ι-
 l
 ^ 
In 
J I
n
..In, (So) exp (— 2ni. So· x) dso 
ƒ In-In" (So) exp (— 2πι So· x)dso 
dx. (12) 
In this formula υ is the volume of a unit cell. By means of equation (12) 
we can determine Л
Я
'(к) from the intensity distributions around two 
reciprocal lattice points. 
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В. C a l c u l a t i o n of ^ія(к) f rom t h e i n t e n s i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n 
a r o u n d one r e c i p r o c a l l a t t i c e p o i n t 
The quantity U(Sn,x) is χ independent for large |x|. This can be 
seen from its definition. As the factor cos (2лк · χ) oscillates very 
rapidly as a function of к for large |x|, and as Ej(k) and fy(k) can be 
expected to be smooth functions of k, the contribution of the term 
Σ Ап(к) cos (2лк · χ) to U(Sn,x) vanishes, so lim U(Sn,x) is χ 4я
2 
NM 
к |х|-».оо 
independent. 
Suppose now that the crystal is so large that 1 — V (x) is vanishingly 
small except for those values of χ for which C/(Sn,x) ^ lim í7(Sn,x). 
|х|->сю 
We find for such a crystal from equations (7) and (8): 
In (So) 
In 
exp (— 2лі So · x) dso = 
4
π
2 
= exp-^-27vl„(k)cos(2 jrk-x) 
к 
for small |x|, 
= 1 for intermediate value of |x|, 
(13) = F(x) for large |x] 
Here we mean by large |x| those values of |x|, for which 
V(x) — 1 φ ε (ε vanishingly small) 
anc 
^ ( S n , x ) ^ hm f/(s
ra
,x). 
|x|-*oo 
We mean by small |x| the values of |x| for which: 
С7(8
Я)х) φ lim U(sn,x). 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
If the crystal is sufficiently large there is a fairly large range of inter­
mediate values of |x|, those values of ]x| for which equation (15) holds 
and for which V (x) — 1 is very small. 
One can determine therefore the quantity ^n(x) from experiment, 
defined by: 
9n{x) 
— / —2—ii. exp (— 2ni So · x) dso for small Ixl, J in
 ( 1 
= 1 for large |x|. 
(17) 
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We may equate now Ля(к) t o : 
An(k) — ƒ exp (—2πί к · x) In gr
n
(x) dx. (18) 
By means of equation (18) yl
n
(k) can be determined from the intensity 
distribution around one reciprocal lattice point. 
In the following we will indicate how the dispersion and the 
polarizations can be calculated once the quantities A
n
(]i) are known. 
We will discuss shortly the case of purely longitudinal and transversal 
phonons and we will deal in more detail with the general case. 
1. Longitudinal and transversal phonons 
The righthand side of equation (6) for An(k) is almost the same 
as that for the one-phonon scattering (thermal diffuse scattering). 
I t differs only by some general factors and the fact that s
ra
 appears 
in it instead of s. An important difference between the equation for 
one-phonon scattering and equation (6) is, that the one-phonon 
scattering equation describes only part of the intensity and equation (6) 
in contrast is practically exact. 
When one starts therefore with equation (6) to separate the 
contributions of the different branches from each other by means of 
the usual methods, one obtains a more exact procedure than when 
one starts with the one-phonon scattering equation. We may refer 
to MARADUDIN et al. (1963) for a detailed description of those methods 
for the separation of the contributions of the different branches of 
the spectrum. 
2. The general case 
It seems possible to determine also polarizations and dispersion 
from the intensity distributions around six reciprocal lattice points. 
For a given vector к equation (6) can be written as: 
An = EsniSnkfik (19) 
t i 
with 
Vik = Σ el} ek) Ej. (20) 
An and Ej are shorthand notations for An(k) and ^ ( k ) ; е# is the ith 
orthogonal component of the polarization e;(k); i = 1,2,3. 
The factors sn¿ are the orthogonal components of Sn. 
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Let us introduce the matrix S : 
sil! S12' S13' •^SnSí2' ^ * 1 l s13> ¿S12S13 
2 2 ¿) 
5 . 7 1 j ^·>(>) y — ΟοοΟοβ 
5 = | : " " " " ι (2ΐ) 
2 2 η 
6 3 / 
We will show, that it is always possible to choose a set of six 
different reciprocal lattice points such that the determinant of the 
matrix S: \S\ differs from zero. Denote the matrix, obtained by-
omitting the ¿th, jih, . . . row and the kih, Ith, . . . column in matrix 
S by Stf". Determinant [iS}^"| equals 2se.2s03. We choose our recipro-
cal lattice points such that (»SJIMSÍ differs from zero. 
Consider now [ А } ^ ^ : 
| C . I 2 3 4 |
 9 ι 0123451 _ 9 {SV2ZV'\ ( 2 ^ 
I* : ' l234! , 0 51 0 Г)3 | 0 1 2 3 4 ú l Δ ò 52 ' b 53 1 0123461 · \Δ") 
I t is easily seen that we can choose s^, s5 2 and si3 such that |*9}.2зЛ is 
nonvanishing. 
Consider |А}5З|. I t can be written as: 
I C(123| 9 „ „ |C j l234 | 9 „ „ [c t l234l _j_ 9 „ „ 1 ctl2341 (i)o\ 
l 0 1 2 3 | — ' ώ ο 4 1 0 4 2 | 0 1 2 3 4 І Δ Ο 4 1 0 4 3 1 0 1 2 3 5 ! Τ Δ ò l'2ò 43 1° 12.361 • \^0І 
Since |£}оз4І is nonvanishing this expression is not identically zero. 
The equation \S\\l\ = 0 with ^{¿зЦ, І^ігзг,! a n d І^ІІзбІ a s constants 
and S41, ,S42, S43 as variables describes a surface in the reciprocal space. 
Of course the reciprocal lattice does not coincide completely with 
such a surface, so there exist certainly reciprocal lattice points for 
which \S\ll\ is nonvanishing. 
Proceeding in this way we can show that there are sets of reciprocal 
lattice points such that \S\\ is nonvanishing. Finally, since \S\\ φ 0 
we can adapt the choice of s\\, s\2 and S13 such that \S\ also is non-
vanishing. 
If A
n
 is known for such a set of reciprocal lattice points that 
\S\ Φ 0, we can calculate the coefficients ρ,* uniquely. 
In vector notation : 
ρ = S-1 A (24) 
A consists of the components {A\, A2, Аз, Ai, A5, AQ) and ρ has the 
components {рп,Р22,риз,Р12,р12,Р2з)· One observes from equations (4), 
(5), (6), (19) and (20), that the intensity distributions around all 
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reciprocal lattice points are expressible in terms of the intensity 
distributions around six (properly chosen) reciprocal lattice points 
only 
We now suppose the coefficients φικ to be known, and try to 
calculate Ej and e^ by means of equation (19). To that end we con­
sider first the matrix (en · еіз\ 
егі ' . 1 (25) 
езі ' езз/ 
Since the polarization vectors е^(к) are orthonormal |І2| = i 1. 
If the set of vectors (0і,02,ез) satisfies equation (19), for a given p, 
the sets ( ± <Ί, ± Сг, + Рз) also satisfy equation (19) We may there­
fore suppose 
\R\ = 1 (26) 
so Л is an element of the group of all three dimensional rotation 
matrices. 
We can wiite equation (19) also in the form 
ρ - R ® R E (27) 
The tensor product R ® R of R with itself is a (reducible) representa­
tion of the three-dimensional rotation group In equation (27) the 
vectors ρ and E are written with respect to the basis vectors 
(6іоі,М2,Мз,Мі,bzbz,Ò263,ЬзЬ\,Ь3Ь2,ЬзЬз), when (61,62,^3) are the cor 
responding basis vectors for the three-dimensional space The vectors 
ρ and E arc written with respect to that basis (pn,^12,?>із,^12,^22, 
Різ,Різ, 23, зэ) and (¿Ί,Ο,Ο,Ο,^,Ο,Ο,Ο,^), respectively 
One can choose now another basis for the tensor product space, 
such that R ® R goes over into the sum of the irreducible representa­
tions 
1, 
0 
\Ό 
0 
R 
0 
<и 
0 
Db 
К =  0 (28) 
R is the 3 \ 3 matrix, defined by equations (25) and (26), D5 is a 
5 x 5 matrix Л proper set of basis vectors for the representation 
К is (Ö161 + b>b¿ + Ьфз, Ъ
г
Ъз—ЬзЬ>, ЬзЬі—ЬіЬз, ЪіЬг—ЪіЪі, ^ з + ^збг, 
ЬзЬі -\ ЪФз, Ъфг + b¿bi, b\b\ —Мг, Μ ι + Ьг^ — 2ЪзЬз) 
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T h e components of ρ a n d E w i t h respect t o this basis a re : 
[έ (Pu + P22 + рзз), 0,0,0, P23, Різ, P12, i(pii—P22), HP11 + P22 —2рзз)] 
a n d [і(Яі + Ei-2Εί), 0,0,0,0,0,0, ^Е^-Ег), \{Е
х
 + Е2-2Ез)], 
respectively. 
L e t us wri te t h e e lements of D 5 : ay (г, j — 1,2,. . . 5), a n d intro­
duce t h e m a t r i x Τ : 
T = 
«14, ai5 N 
,£154, ^55; 
(29) 
W h e n we apply now К t o t h e vector E this results i n t o six equa­
tions : 
^ 1 + Ez + # 3 = Pu + P22 + Рзз 
(P23 Різ Pl2 \{PII-P22) 
%{ριι + ^22 — 2рзз)/ 
(301) 
(302) 
(303) 
(30 4) 
(305) 
(30 6) 
L e t us wri te fur thermore R as a p r o d u c t of t h r e e ro ta t ions : a rota­
t ion of « i a r o u n d t h e 2 axis, a r o t a t i o n of «2 a r o u n d t h e new у axis 
a n d a r o t a t i o n «3 a r o u n d t h e new χ axis : 
C1C2 , S1C2 , «2 
R = J — 81C3 — C1S2S3 , C1C3 — S1S2S3 , C2S3 
-S1S3 — Cl$2C3 , — ClS3 — «1S2C3, С2С3У 
(31) 
where cj = cos aj a n d Si = sin 04; i = 1,2,3. T h e m a t r i x Τ also can 
be w r i t t e n as a function of α ϊ , «г, a n d «3. See Table 1 for t h e explicit 
expression. 
We el iminate now t h e quant i t ies Ei — E2 a n d Еі-\-Е2 — 2Ез 
from equat ions (30 2 )—(30 6 ) . T o t h a t end we solve (as one of t h e 
possibilities) E1 — E2 a n d Ei + E2 — 2E3 from equat ions (303) a n d 
(30 4 ). Suppose t o t h a t e n d : 
«24, «25 
«34, ass 
= — $ COS 2iX2 s in 2<Xl COS «2 # 0. 
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Table 1. The matrix elements of T, as junctions of on 
Ci = cos 04; st = sin act for i = 1, 2, 3; C( = cos 2а<_э for i = 4, 5, 6 
2 «2C4S6 + 2 C4*6 + S 2 S 4 C 6 
C 2*3 S 4 2 С 3 С 4 в 5 
C 2 C 3 S 4 * 5 3 C 4 S 5 
C 2 C 4 "T" C 3 C 4 S 2 S 4 S e S 2 S 3 C 4 
І {4Ci + S2SiS« - S14C4} 
-1 wi 
- f Vs 
- 1 «3*5 
#{ψϊ-*Ϊ} 
І { З Ф ; - І } 
(Otherwise one can proceed in an analogous way that we do not work 
out here.) When a24, «25, 034 and 035 are written as functions of αϊ, 
«2, and «з, we obtain: 
E — E = 2 pi 3 sin ota - 2 p u cosata . ^. 
s i n 2 «1 COS «2 ^ ' 
a n d 
Εχ -f" -"2 — ^ з = 
Pia (cos 2ÍXI sin 2α2 cos аз — 4 sin 2αι cos аг sin аз) — pia (4 sin 2αι cos яг cos аз + 2 cos 2аі sin 2α2 sin аз) 
sin 2а2 sin2 αϊ cos αϊ 
(33) 
Substituting these equations into the equations (302), (305) and 
(306), we get: 
2ρ23^ = РігСаі + Різоіг (341) 
(2311 — î>22) F = P12G2I + ^13^22 (342) 
(pu + P22 — 2рзз) F = P12G31 + P13G32. (За3) 
Here the quantities F, Gu, G12, • . • G32 are written as functions of 
αϊ, «a, and аз in Table 2. 
The polarizations and the dispersion are determined from the 
equations (32), (33) and (34) in the following way. Realise that 
pn, · · · P23 and αϊ, «2, «з are functions of the wave vector k. For 
certain special wave vectors the polarizations and consequently 
«1, «2, аз are known. (For instance in the case of small wave vectors 
the polarizations can be calculated from the macroscopic elasticity 
constants; for the main crystallographic directions the polarizations 
are often known from symmetry considerations). Let us denote such 
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Table 2. The junctions F and Gki (fc = 1, 2, 3; l = 1,2) 
The notation is the same as in Table 1 
"ii = 2c 3 c 4 s 5 s 6 4s 2 c 2 c 3 s 4 s 6 + 4C 2 C 3 S 3 Ä 4 
"12 = 2*зС 4 в 5 в в + 2 s 2 s 3 s 4 s 5 c 6 + „c 2 c 3 s 4 . s 6 
G 2 l = - 2c
2
2c3c4s5 - 2c
3
3c4sò + 2s 2 c 3 s 4 s 5 s 6 + 2slslc3c4 + 
''
С2*3А4 ι C2S3C3C4S5 1 ^C2S2S3Si S2C3C4S5 
'
T22 = 2c 2 S 3 C 4 S 5 + -S 3C 3C 4S 5 2s2S3S4S5S6 -5 2 5 3 C 4 S 5 + 
-
 С2С3С3*4 ' ^ C2S2C3S4 С2*3С4в4 ~I 'S2*3<*4'S5 
' '31 = 3sgC 3c 4e 5 3 s 2 c 3 s 4 s 5 s 6 + 3 s 2 c 3 c 4 s 5 ()C2S3C3S4 + 
"Ь 3 C2C3C4S5 τ ^ C2S3S4 C3C4C5 
" з г
 : = l
'
S3C4*5 "T" •'*гАз*4в5Яв 'S2'S3C3C4S5 "C'2C3S4 "(" 
-
 6 c 2 S 3 C 3 C 4 S 5 + 2 с 2 С 3*4 + S3CiS5 
F = r 2 s 4 s 5 
a (fixed) wave vector for which the polarizations are known with: 
к*
0
* and the corresponding angles txi, 1x2, «з with: ocl°\ ο№\ аз0)· We 
may determine now <x[l\ txil\ «g1*, when: 
«ω = а
г
(к ( 1 )) = а
г
(к ( 0 ) + Zlk) = a[0) + Aoc, (Zlk small). 
We derive from equation (34 l) in first approximation: 
2р2з(к'1>) F^ - p12(kW) G«? - ^ . ( k ^ ) GS> 
-2PMm(~)0\. (35) 
Two analogous equations can be derived from equations (342) and 
(343). The superscript*0) at F, Gki, and their derivatives means that 
these quantities have to be taken for a¿ = а[0\ 
The three equations, so obtained, are linear in A at and so, in 
general, Zl«¿ can be solved from them. Thus a^1' is known. By repeat-
ing this procedure a large number of times, for instance by means of 
a digital computer, one finds «j (k) for all k. The number of steps can 
be reduced when we take more than one k«". 
The polarizations ey(k) are calculated now by substituting «¡(k) 
into equation (25) and (31); the dispersion is calculated by sub-
stituting «i (k) into equations (32) and (33) and combining the results 
with equations (301) and (3). 
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Discussion 
We will discuss now the neglect of the overlap with the intensity 
distributions around the neighbouring reciprocal lattice points in 
equation (4) and the effect of integrating only over the intensity in 
the Brillouin zone. 
Let us write cxp {— U (s
n
, x)} as: 
exp {- U (Sn, x)} = exp ( - 2 1Γ) [1 + Τ (s,,, χ) + £ Τ* (s„, χ) 
+ S î13 (s», x) 4 • · •} (36) 
where : 
Τ (н„, χ) = * ' ] 2
Г
 Σ Α
η
 (к) cos (2π к · χ) . (37) 
к 
We substitute the expansion (36) in equation (4) : 
/n(So) =- V • exp ( - 2 W) j ƒ V{\) exp (2πί Sn • x) dx 
-\ ƒ Γ(χ)5Γ(Β„,χ)βχρ(2πΐ8ο·χ)άχ + . . . I . (38) 
The iirst term of the expansion in equation (38) corresponds to 
the Bragg reflection without thermal diffuse scattering', the second 
and the further terms correspond to the one-phonon scattering and 
the higher-order phonon scattering respectively. We know that the 
Bragg reflection and the one-phonon scattering, the major part of 
the intensity distribution, can be found completely in the Brillouin 
zone. Moreover the most important part of the higher-order phonon 
scattering is situated also in the Brillouin zone. The overlap is therefore 
caused by a very small part of the total scattering and we expect 
that this can be neglected. 
We have now explained that it is theoretically possible to cal­
culate the dispersion and the polarization of the phonons from the 
intensity distributions around the reciprocal lattice points. However, 
the above calculations make only sense, when we succeed in measuring 
those intensity distributions. WTe will discuss therefore the problem 
of the measurement of I
n
(So). 
in(So) is a three-dimensional intensity distribution. It should be 
measured therefore by means of the von Laue method with mono­
chromatic radiation. Perhaps the best results will be obtained, when 
one combines data from counter measurements with data from photo­
graphic records of the intensity distribution, as the counter measure-
Z. КгьЫІовг. Bd. 134, 3/4 12 
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ments have the advantage of high precision and the photographs 
reveal the advantage of completeness. 
The measured intensities have to be separated from several 
background effects, for instance Compton radiation, Bragg reflections 
arising from the continuous background radiation from our x-ray 
source, fluorescence radiation, and diffusion of radiation by the 
measuring equipment. Most of these effects have a frequency differing 
from that of the thermal diffuse scattering and the Bragg reflection. 
Therefore one can separate the background effects from the diffracted 
intensity distributions in principle by means of discrimination or 
semiconductor counters. 
Another method of separating the background effect is that used 
by WALKER (1956). He measured the diffraction patterns two times, 
once at room temperature and once at a very low temperature. 
Following equation (4) we have for the difference of both intensity 
distributions : 
oo 
/nMîWTi — /n(so)r=o = /o V ƒ V{\) exp (2πί So · x) 
— C O 
[1 - exp {-C/(s
n
, x)}]dx. (39) 
The problem of finding А
п
(к) from the Fourier transform of 
Ιη{$ο)τ=Τι : F (χ) exp {— C/(Sn, x)} has now been replaced by the 
problem of finding ^4n(k) from F(x) [1 —exp {— U (s
n
, x)}] that can 
be solved also. 
The last problem that we will discuss here is that of the resolving 
power to be attained for a reliable determination of A„(k). The for­
mulae in this paper contain the intensity distribution of the Bragg 
reflection superposed on the intensity distribution of the thermal 
diffuse scattering. Since the Bragg reflections are very sharp one could 
think that a very high resolving power should be necessary. We will 
show however, that the resolving power is sufficient, when we can 
measure just the integrated intensity in a region of the reciprocal 
space that is comparable with the extension of a Bragg reflection, 
or even in a larger region. 
The finite resolving power of the measuring equipment can be 
described by means of the Fourier transform in(So) ( i n s t r- ) of a function 
F(x)[F{0)=l]: 
OO 
/
n
(So)<lnstr·) = ƒ F{x) exp {2лі So · x) dx. (40) 
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The measured intensity distribution /n(So) ( e x p , ) equals the convolution 
of 7
n
(So)(1Ilstr·) and/
n
( so) : 
In (8ο)(6χΡ·> - / . (so) * In (So)(lnstr·). (41) 
Consequently the Fourier transform of /n(So)(exp-) is according to 
equations (40) and (41): 
oo 
ƒ i
n
(So)(exp-) exp (— 2πί So · x) ds0 = FF(x) F{x) Ц exp [—C/(sn,x)]. 
— OO 
(42) 
We can conclude from equation (42) that we have to replace in 
our calculations [equations (4) — (18)] F(x) by the product of F(x) 
and -^(x). As this product is eliminated in method A for the calcula­
tion of vln(k) there are in principle no severe requirements of resolving 
power if method A is used. When one uses method B, the resolving 
power should be such that V{\)F{\) equals unity, for all values 
of |x| for which U{&n, x) 7е hm U{s
n
, x). This means in practice that 
|x|->-oo 
F'(χ) should be comparable with F(x), so the requirement is that one 
can measure just the integrated intensity in a region of reciprocal 
space comparable with the extension of a Bragg reflection. 
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In crystal diffraction the Ewald construction 
plays a central role. 
When the crystal is static, the frequencies ω
ι 
and wf of the incoming and outgoing waves, r e ­
spectively, are equal, so the end points of the 
corrcaponding wave vectors kl and k¡ lie on the 
Ewald sphere. On the other hand /q and /ff sa t -
isfy the von Laue conditions. These requi re -
ments lead to the Ewald construction. 
When the crystal potential is time dependent, 
the frequencies of the incident and diffracted 
waves are not necessari ly equal and, in general , 
the Ewald construction (in its known form) can-
not be used. 
In the case of an oscillating crystal it is how-
ever possible to extend the Ewald construction 
to a four-dimensional one by considering the 
space-time symmetr ies of the system. 
For simplicity we suppose here that the c r y s -
tal is oscillating in a plane wave m o d e / ( ν ) 
(where л - {et , χ)) characterized by a four-vec­
tor li = (ω с, h). This is so e.g. in the one-pho­
non case, or when the crystal is placed in the 
field of a monochromatic laser or sound wave. 
Considering ihe oscillations as a small perturba­
tion, the time-dependent crystal potential V(\) 
can be taken as given by the value of the static 
potential V taken at the perturbed positions 
x +J{\). 
It follows that the group of space-time t r a n s ­
lations f7/; leaving K(v) invariant is simply the 
intersection of that of the static crystal and that 
of the plane wave mode. £//, generates a four-
dimensional lattice \/
г
 , as already discussed in 
a previous paper [1] for the special case of li 
light-like. 
The transition probability between plane wave 
s t i tes fcj and k[ (where k^^ = (ω
ι
 c,/^) and anal­
ogously fcf) becomes, in first order perturbation 
theory and up to a factor· 
Wt E \v(k)\26^Uk1 - kt + k) 
ke\l 
(1) 
where \у
г
 is the lattice reciprocal to \/
г
 and V 
the Four ier transform of V. The δ-factor ex­
p r e s s e s the law of conservation of pseudo four-
momentum· 
fcf - A-j + k , k e \ h (2) 
and is a generalization of the von Laue condition. 
For scattering part ic les with rest mass m 
one has· 
к 2 = - щ 2 с 4 (3) 
Therefore the Ewald sphere is here replaced by 
the energy-momentum surface defined by (3). 
This surface (called Ewald surface) is simply 
the light cone in the case of photons, and the 
mass shell in the case of electrons or neutrons. 
In the non-relativistic approximation and for 
тФ 0, eq. (3) is replaced by 
2iii 
* ? - ^ 
П
 ω
ι 
к
2
- ^
ω 
*f - κ ω 
(4) 
and one gets an paraboloid oscillating the mass 
shell. 
Diffraction only occurs when relations (2) and 
(3) (or (4) respectively) a re satisfied. The con­
dition can be visualized by the following general i­
zation of the Ewald construction. 
Construct in energy-momentum space the 
Ewald s u r f a c e s . Draw the reciprocal lattice \/, 
shifted by k^ with respect to the origin. Diffrac­
tion can only occur for ^ - v e c t o r s lying at the 
οΖ-λ/* with S. 
109 
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As published elsewhere, this construction has 
been very useful in setting up a dynamical theory 
for electron diffraction by a laser illuminated 
crystal (Schwarz -Hora effect [2|). We expect 
that it will be useful in a number of other pro­
blems also. Note that Ewald's original construc­
tion appears as a special case of that discussed 
here. 
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Synopsis 
A theory of the process of electron diffraction by a laser-illummated crystal such as 
in the Schwarz-Нога experiment has been given by extending the Bethe theory of 
electron diffraction. The theory accounts for the effect of multiple scattering that is 
just as important here as in ordinary electron diffraction The main result of the theory 
is that the intensities of the diffracted electron beams are modulated by the frequencies 
рш [p = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . and ω is the laser frequency). The intensities of the higher-
order modulations (those for p = 2, 3, 4, . . ) can be of the same order of magnitude as 
that of the first-order modulation Due to the multiple scattering the spatial de­
pendence of the amplitudes of all modulations is more complicated than given by a sine 
or a cosine wave. 
1. Introduction. When electrons are diffracted by a laser-illuminated 
crystal and the diffracted beams hit a non-fluorescent screen light spots 
of the laser colour appear on the screen. This is the effect of Schwarz and 
Нога !). A number of theoretical investigations have already been published 
about this effect, e.g., by Salat2), Van Zandt and Meyer3), Varshalovitch 
and Dyakonov4 '5), Hutson6), Oliver and Cutler7), Favro, Fradkin and 
Kuo8-9)) Rubin ι»), Harris and Smith H), and Kondo^). 
The Schwarz-Нога effect consists of two processes: one at the diffracting 
crystal and the other at the non-fluorescent screen. In this paper we shall 
deal only with the first process : the diffraction of the electrons by the laser-
illuminated crystal. Special attention to the diffraction phenomenon has 
been paid in refs. 2, 3, 4 and 6. The theories, given in these papers, differ 
greatly from one another, not only with respect to the techniques of calcu­
lation, but also with respect to a more fundamental point: the "ansatz" 
for the wave function of the diffracted electrons in the crystal. Salat and 
Van Zandt, and Meyer assume for instance a wave function of the form: 
Φ= Σ Фт№ e-"" '-
1
"
1
^, (1) 
m ^ - 1 , 0 , 1 
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where ω, is the frequency of the incident electrons and о the laser frequency 
In contrast, Varshalovitch and Dyakonov assume a. wave function of the 
type. 
Ф(г,і)= Σ /m4(r)e x - H » . - ^ ^ · · · (2) 
/H 4 — OO 
Here k
mi is a wave vector that is a function of the integer m^ The last 
"ansa tz" contains the frequency components ηΐιω, such as has been as­
sumed also in the work of Slater 1 3 ) on the interaction of waves in crystals 
We can note, moreover, the following with respect to the calculations 
in refs 2, 3, 4 and 6 Hutson applies the first-order Born approximation 
and his theory is, therefoic, in essence a geometrical one Salat calculates 
the effect in the first and second Born approximations He gives in this way 
a more nearly correct result than that of Hutson, although the theory is still 
more or less a geometrical one Van Zandt and Me}, er apply the Green 
function technique and overcome the geometrical character of the former 
theories Although Varshalovitch and Dyakonov use a more nearly correct 
"ansa tz" than the above authors, they simplify the problem certainly too 
much by neglecting the periodicity of the crystal potential, that causes the 
appearance of the von Laue spots in the diffraction pattern 
In the following we shall try to account for the effect of multiple scattering 
in the Schwarz-Hora experiment ι с , from crystal to crystal, from crystal 
to laser field and vice versa, and from laser field to laser field In ordinary 
electron diffraction, multiple scattering is of considoiable importance and 
we expect it to be so here contrary to the Kapitza-Dirac effect1 4) the 
linear terms in the vector potential of the laser fu ld contribute here to the 
scattering The corresponding contribution to the energy is of the same order 
of magnitude as the Fourier components of the crystal potential This 
means that multiple scattering by the laser field is just as important here 
as in ordinary electron diffraction 
In order to account for the effect of multiple scattering in a correct way 
we have to set up a dynamical theory A space-time symmetry consideration 
enables us to extend the Bethe theory of electron diffraction for the effect 
of the presence of the laser field We have to take a Bloch wave in space and 
time as pointed out by Tarn 1 5 ) We shall not neglect the periodicity of 
the crystal potential However, a limitation inherent to the method followed 
here is that we can calculate only the diffraction pattern for a plane parallel 
crystal plate. 
2 Symmetry considerations The superposition of the laser field A{x) and 
the crystal potential I (A) under the action of the laser field is periodic 
in space and time We shall show this in a self-consistent way assume a 
certain symmetry for the potential V[x), derive the symmetry of the wave 
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function for the electrons of the crybtal in a potential that is the super­
position of A(x) and V(x) and calculate as a following step the average 
potential corresponding to this wave function When this potential has the 
same symmetry as the one assumed for V(x), we may conclude that we 
started out with the correct symmetry 
We shall assume that the laser field has the form 
A(x) = 1Ао(е1кх + e **), (3) 
where χ means (*, /) and k is the wave four-vector of the laser field, kx 
— kx — Cut 
Let us suppose then that V(x) has the symmetry given by the invariance 
under the group of space-time translation operators U 
U=Ukn Uc, (4) 
where Uc is the group of space-time translation operators leaving the 
original non-illuminated crystal invariant and f/jt is the group of space-
time translation operators leaving the laser field invariant 
As discussed by Janner and Ascher 1 6), the group U generates a space-
time lattice Λ It is the intersection of the hyperplanes of equal phases 
of the laser field and the collection of lines parallel to the time axis of which 
the spatial distances are equal to the lattice vectors of the original crystal 
The wave vector of the laser field k is a vector of the lattice Λ*, the reciprocal 
of Λ We take therefore k as one of the four primitive basis vectors of 
Λ", e g , ki. 
Assume that an electron of the crystal moves in the average potential of 
the other ones, the potential of the laser field and that of the nuclei Assume 
also that its motion is given by the Schrodinger equation 
[ — tfi 9 Ί 
— F2 + eV^x) - ih — Wx) = eW(x) φ(χ) (5) 
Here μ is the electron mass and e is the electron charge, Vo{x) is the average 
potential of the original static crystal, W(x) is the operator that stands for 
the laser field and the perturbation V'(x) of the original crystal potential 
due to the action of the laser field 
Щ*) = -^- [V-A{x) + Λ(*)·Ρ] - ^ γ А*(х) - V'(x) (6) 
¿щс .¿//с2 
The potentials A{x) and F o M commute with the operators of the group 
[ƒ by definition Oui assumption for the symmetry of the total crystal 
potential V(x) — VQ{X) + V'(x) implies that 
V\x) = V'{x-a), аеЛ, (7) 
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such that: 
W(x) = W(x - a), 
аеЛ. (8) 
Let ι/ι'0' be the solution of the unperturbed problem [W(x) = 0]. When 
K(x, x') is the Green function, that is the solution of 
[-— F 2 + eV0{x) ¿μ λκ{χ,χ') = о*(х (9) 
(for the correct boundary conditions), the solution of eq. (5) can be given as: 
ф{х) = фт(
х
) + g J d V W{x') K{x, χ') φΜ{χ') 
+ e2¡¡...+ (lef J/op(A,*')0<O>(*')d4«'· (10) 
Here we defined /op(#, x') as the linear integral operator, working on φ<0>(χ'). 
Since the Green function K(x, x') has the property. 
K(x, x') = K(x + a, x' + a), (all a), 
one derives easily for l0p{x, x') the property. 
¿op(*, x') = A}p(* + a, x' -\- а), аеЛ, 
(И) 
(12) 
by using eqs. (8) and (10). 
Let us construct now the wave function for the N electrons of the crystal 
ψ(Χ)^ Ψ[χ([),χ(2), ...,x{N)] from the above one-electron functions ψ(χ) 
as a Slater determinant. 
Ψ(Χ) 
Φι[χ(1)]. ФіЮ] ΦΙ[Χ(Ν)] 
Фг[х(1)1 • (13) 
ΦΝ[Χ(\)] ΦΝ[Χ(Ν)] 
When W(x) = 0 the iV-electron function Ψ(Χ) goes over into 
ΨΟ(Χ)^ΨΟ[Χ{\),Χ(2) x(N)], 
the wave function for the electrons of the original crystal. 
On account of eq (10) and the linear properties of the Slater determinant, 
Ψο(Χ) and Ψ(Χ) satisfy the relation: 
Ψ(Χ) = ƒ ¿OPMI), *'(!)] lov[x{2), x'(2)] . lop\x(N), x'(N)] Ч>о(Х')а™Х'-
(14) 
Wc assume for the unperturbed wave function, that: 
ψ0(Χ - a) = e,(E/*)a° Ψο(Χ), аеЛ, a = {ala0), (15) 
where E is the energy of the ground state of the unperturbed crystal. By 
eqs. (12), (14) and (15) we also have now: 
Ψ{Χ - a) = еіда*)а° Ψ{Χ), аеЛ. (16) 
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1 
2μ 
\ h 
— V~ 
1 
e 
- A (χ) 
с 
The corresponding electron density ΨΨ* and the average scalar potential 
have therefore the symmetry that we assumed for the potential V(x) with 
which we started 
V(x) =- V{x-a), aeA (17) 
We can expand V (r) therefore in a four-dimensional Fourier scries 
ν{χ) = Σ Κ ^ · 1 , (18) 
III 
where m stands for a set of four integers m = (nil, niz, m^, пц), k
m
 is a 
vector of the reciprocal lattice k
w
 = Σ/-ι mjkj, kj are the primitive basis 
vectors of /Γ, k
m
x means k
m
-x — ш
т
і 
The diffraction problem will be considered as a one-electron problem, 
described by the Schrodinger equation 
2
 a 
ф(х) + е (х)ф(х) = ιη~ψ{χ) (19) 
et 
The " a n s a t / " for ψ(χ) in this equation may be a Bloch wave in space and 
time, as pointed out by l a m 
ψ(χ) = e ' ^ Σ Фт clU r - Σ Фт e l A r (20) 
in 111 
Here again kox means ko-x — coot, K
m
 = {K
m
, Q
m
) = AQ + k
m 
3 Extension of the Bethe theory of electron diffraction The above sym­
metry considerations enable us to extend the Bethe theory of electron 
diffraction in a natural way to a theory for the diffraction of electrons by a 
laser-illuminated crystal In the latter case the scattering potential is time 
dependent such that the frequencies of the incoming and outgoing waves 
arc not necessaril} equal to each other The Ewald construction (in its 
known form) therefore cannot be used and it is necessary for the extension 
of the Bethe theory to apply here the generalised version of the Ewald 
construction as presented in a previous letter 1 7 ) 
The first-order time-dependent perturbation theory shows that the tran­
sition probability for an incident plane wave (\va\ e vector A,) to an outgoing 
plane wave (wave vector kt) due to scattering by a potential of the form of 
eq (18) contains a pseudo four-momentum conserving factor 
ò*{kx - /er + M 
The corresponding relation 
kt = Ai + km, (21) 
can be considered as a generalization of the von Laue conditions 
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Furthermore the wave vectors £j and kt should satisfy the relation for 
their lengths, in nonrelativistic approximation 
|*1 |2 = 2/и(«1/й, |fef|2 = 2/иШг/А (22) 
The surface in energy-momentum space, described by these equations, 
comes in the place of the Ewald sphere, we shall call it here the Ewald 
surface 
This leads to an analogon of the known Ewald construction construct 
the Ewald surface in the energy-momentum space and draw the reciprocal 
lattice Л* shifted by ki According to eqs (21) and (22) there is diffraction 
when a point of the shifted reciprocal lattice lies on the Ewald surface 
This construction will be useful in the following it will play the same role 
as the original Ewald construction in the Bethe theory of electron diffraction 
The calculations can be started now by substituting eqs (3), (18) and (20) 
into eq (19)· 
Σ 
m 
h* 
2μ 
— 
= 
\к
т
\ 
eh 
2μ€ 
4méK"r eh 
Αμο 
E№m$meìK'r 
(¿о . f e 4 ) [e '^-
\(Кш + к,)х ι
 е
і ( К
т 
е~ 
-А, 
-
ι Α 4 Σ ф
т
е
К 
η m 
niJ-
пф?! 
giorni 
(23) 
The nonlinear term in the vector potential A(x) has been omitted here 
For an appropriate gauge (Ao-k^) vanishes, such that we can omit in the 
following the second term of eq (23) also 
In the first part of the third term of eq (23) we replace the subscript m 
by m — I, in the second part of this term we put m -> m + I, with I = 
(0, 0, 0, 1), such that ф
т
 becomes ф
т
±і and K
m
 -j- k^ becomes K
m
 The 
inner product (Ao-K
m
) does not change due to this substitution, since we 
have chosen the gauge such that (Ao-k^) = 0 The resulting equation has 
to be true for each x, so we may equate it term by term 
h2 _ eh _ j 
^— \К
т
\2ф
т
 — —— (А0'Кт)(фт-і + фт^і) + Σ^τη-ηφη = п&тфт 
2μ 2μθ ,, ^ 
This is an infinite set of homogeneous linear equations in the set of un­
knowns фт The generalised Ewald construction helps us reduce it to a 
finite set of equations in a way analogous to that in the Bethe theory 
The kinetic energy term (#2/2μ) \K
m
\2 ф
т
 is much larger than the potential 
energy terms, so that the quantity 
υιΩ,η-ενο-^Κ,,Αφη, 
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is always small. Let m' be the labels of all reciprocal lattice points in the 
generalised Ewald construction that are very close to the Ewald surface 
(corrected here for the inner potential eYo); let m" be the labels of all 
other reciprocal-lattice points. By the definition of the Ewald surface [eqs. 
(22)] we have then the inequality: 
Ä 
ñQm' — e Ko — — |AV 2μ ηΩ„ eVo 
h 
2μ 
(25) 
Consequently we have |i£
w
»| «. Ιι^ ,,,Ί and we may neglect all ф
т
"· Introduce, 
moreover, a cutoff for high and for low frequencies (to be justified later on). 
Then the infinite set of equations (24) is reduced to a finite one. We can 
write down this finite set of equations formally in the same way as eqs. (24), 
when we read it only for all m', and when we understand the summation 
over η as the summation over all w = m'. 
For the special parameters in the Schwarz-Нога experiment, |fe¡| ^ 1011 
m _ 1 and |£41 ^ 107 m - 1 , the reciprocal lattice Λ* is very dense in the 
frequency direction. A very large number of Fourier coefficients ф
т
 will 
be non-negligible and we retain still a very large set of equations. We 
nead therefore a so-called many-ray approach. The problem of determining 
the free parameter ko in eqs. (20) and (24) and the corresponding solutions for 
ф
т
 has been treated by Fujimoto 1 8 ) for ordinary electron diffraction in the 
Laue case, where the many-ray approach is also necessary. We shall rewrite 
his method here for the time-dependent scattering potential of the present 
problem. This is possible, since the Schwarz-Нога experiment has been 
carried out in the von Laue configuration. 
To that end we have to consider first the boundary conditions. We 
assume that the diffracting crystal is a plane parallel plate. When one 
integrates the Schrodinger equation over a volume of space, given by an 
infinitely thin box containing one of the crystal surfaces, one finds (after 
using the Gauss theorem) : 
(«•Ρ*™.) = («·?*„,«.). (26) 
Here η is the normal to the crystal boundary; t/f
vac
 is the wave function for 
the electrons in the vacuum and ф
СТ
у^. is the wave function for the electrons 
in the crystal. In the same way one can integrate the equation of continuity, 
yielding, in combination with eq. (26), the relation: 
ψγ&ο. = «Acryst.· ( 2 7 ) 
Eqs. (26) and (27) are valid for all χ of the boundary surface, given by: 
*.fi = 0, , for the front side, (28) 
and 
x-ti = — D, for the back side of the crystal. (29) 
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In eq (29) D is the crystal thickness, η is Liken such that it points out of 
the crystal at the front side 
Eqs (26) and (27) impose a condition on the vector ko, as given by von 
Laue 1 9 ) 
Α ο = ( * ι - / Ϊ 3 π , ω , ) , (30) 
where we assumed the incident electrons to be in a plane-wave state, with 
wave vector k1 In eq (30) β3 is a small quantity, that will appear later on 
as an eigenvalue (7 is an index) 
By eq (30) we can give an expression for IKml2 
Itfml2 = 1*1 - p n + fe
m
!2 Sä 1*1 + km\2 - tyn.ki (31) 
The term in (βή2 has been neglected in this expression, since ßJ is small 
For simplicity the term —ß]n-km is also omitted, this is a legitimate 
approximation for scattering into directions that do not differ too much 
from ki Eqs (30) and (31) can be substituted into eqs (24) 
ft cfo — — 
β]— (π-fei) ф
т
 - β' -— {А0-п){фт ι + фт і) μ 2μο 
- |*і + *ml2 - Aßm W»i 
eh _ -
(До·*?« + к^іфщ-і + ф
т
 ι) + Σ ¿ lm
 η
φ
η
 (32) 2μο 
This is an eigenvalue problem, that can be written in the form 
βίΑψι = &Ψ> (33) 
The vector ψ} is the 7th eigenvector, formed by the non-negligible Fourier 
coefficients of φ(χ) for a certain eigenvalue β} 
Ч"={ . ft ., fon. ) (34) 
The matrices A and В in eq (33) are known ones The elements of A are 
given by the coefficients of the left-hand side of eq (32), the elements of В 
are given by the coefficients of the right-hand side of cq (32) 
When N Fourier coefficients of ф(х) are non-negligible, A and В are 
Ν χ N matrices There will be in general N eigenvalues βι and N eigen­
vectors ψ3 The wave function φ(χ) will have therefore in general the form 
φ(
χ
) = Σ ос}ф>
т
 e"*' '
ί
'
η +
*"
)
 * -
1 Я Л
 (35) 
The coefficients a) depend on the boundary conditions We can eliminate a.1, 
\p
m
 and β} from eq (35) by using the boundary conditions, eq (33) and the 
orthonormahty and closure conditions for the eigenvectors ψι 
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First we shall calculate ф'
т
 e
 ll
"
n
'*. I t follows from eq. (33), t h a t : 
/» '#»= Σ ( A - i B W f c (36) 
and 
(βψφ>η = Σ{(^1^%ηι-Φ'ω-, (37) 
í/t' 
such that 
^
ίβ
'"·
χ
η
η
 = Σ(ε І А " ' В - %
О Т
" Й „ - (38) 
m' 
The coefficients а^ ' follow from the boundary condition (27) for the front 
side of the crystal. In the von Laue case it reads: 
Σ « ^ = M n o , (39) 
3 
where ^o is the amplitude of the incident plane wave; the subscript 0 in 
ômo stands for m — (0, 0, 0, 0). When one multiplies eq. (39) by ffi* and 
when the result is summed over m, one finds: 
«* = ^o^,*, (40) 
on account of the orthonormality condition for ψί. 
An explicit expression for ψ(χ) follows by substituting eqs. (38) and (40) 
into eq. (35) : 
Φ(χ)= Σ ФМЛ* ,A,B-*)»»,'C1(fc'4fc->* ·"-' 
J , 7H, 111' 
Oöm'<P0(C )wm' С 
mm' 
= ΣΦο{ε-ιΑ 1 B n- , ,)«oe , (*H * - ) · * *""', (41) 
m 
where the closure relation for Ψ3 has been used. 
The wave function i/i(liff,. for the diffracted electron beams follows from 
eq. (41) and the boundary conditions for the back side of the crystal: 
•Adi«, = Σ ( e + i A ¡BD)mo е , г - к — " Ή (42) 
m 
Неге Г
т
 equals η·(Κ
ηι
 — К^); the vectors Km are the wave vectors of the 
outgoing plane waves that we shall determine from the boundary conditions 
below. 
The wave vector Km differs from fej + k
m
 by a small wave vector into 
the direction normal to the surface: 
Km = ki + k
m
 + ε
ιη
η, (43) 
where E
m
 is a small quantity, that is yet undetermined. Since ^d i f f l.. is 
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propagating in the vacuum, Κή, satisfies the relation. 
IK^P = 2μΩ
ηι
Ιη. (44) 
Substitute eq. (43) into the former one and neglect the term in t^. The 
result for E
m
 is. 
e
m
 = [(2μΩ,
η
Ιΐή - I*, 4 fe
m
|2](2n.*, H- *„)-> (45) 
We shall consider the structure of the matrices A and В below m more 
detail. For the usual values of the energy of the incident electrons and the 
strength of the laser field much matrix elements will he negligible, as is 
easily shown by estimating the orders of magnitude of the coefficients in 
eq. (32) 
For ¡fe,! ^ 1011m~1 and |Aoi ~ ' V we have roughl\ 
•& 2 
y - i d o f — ( „ . ¿ J ^ 1 0 - - » Im. 
μ 
a * r t _ î i (А0'П) ^ 10 32 J,,,, 
2μο 
Яш ^ ^ — ( Л о · * , + *,„) - Ю-'» J, іц.р
 Л о / / А г і a n d km ^ k i 
λμο 
The Fourier coefficients of V{x) can differ greatly from each other" 
for m = (0, 0, 0, 0) e Y
m
 ^ 10 1 8 J, 
for m = (mi, ?«2> «'3, 0), wheie not all яц, m·), »13 equal zero 
e ^ ^ I O - " J, 
for ni= (ті.тг.піа.пц), where m4 ^0 eV
m
 < 10 2 3 J . 
This teaches us, that a can be neglected in comparison with y - 1 We see 
also, that all Fourier coefficients of \'(x) with W4 ^ 0 are negligible with 
respect to q
m
 (unless Ло Χ Λι) 
When we omit the small matrix elements, A becomes simply a diagonal 
matrix : 
A = γ-Ц, (46) 
where I is the identity Matrix В retains, even if we neglect the small ele­
ments, a more complicated structure We arrange the rows and columns 
such that В is built up out of blocks bt f t(S),m'(s), labelled by m(s) = (mi, 
W2, W3) and by m'(s) = (m\, m'2, >пд) Note that s indicates the three spatial 
components of m The row and column indices in such a submatrix will be 
taken as Ш4 and m'4, respectively. When we neglect then all Fourier coef-
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ficients P
m
w i t h W4 Φ 0, the off-diagonal submatrices Ьто(«)т'(«) a r e diagonal: 
Ьот(5)то'(8) = ^т(«)-т'(«),0І ОФ) фт'{$)~\, (47) 
where the label m{s) — ж'(s), 0 stands for {m\ — m\, mi — m'i, тз — Ж3, 0). 
The diagonal blocks bm(s)m(s) have the form: 
bm(s)ra(s) — 
?m-2í ^m-2Z <7m-2¡ 0 
^га-г ^ т - г ?то-г 
0 Cm Pm ?m 
(48) 
where р
т
 = eΫ0 + (η2Ι2μ) ¡ki + km\2 - hQm. The labels ...m— 21, m - I... 
stand for . . . (mi, т^, mz, mi — 2), (mi, т^, тз — 1), . . . . The matrix ele­
ment ( е І А " 1 в л )
т
о in eq. (42) can be approximated by (eiYDB)
m
o. 
We are now able to discuss the cutoff for high and low frequencies in 
more detail. The amplitudes of the diffracted plane waves in ψ
ά1ίίτ. depend 
on the matrix elements (et'''/''B)
m
o· We approximate this element by the 
expansion : 
(elrm)mo = Lo + iyDB
m 0 - і(у£>)2 (B2)mo + . . . . (49) 
In zero order the only nonzero matrix element is (еІГІЛ)ьо 1. This re­
presents the incident electron beam. 
In the approximation that we gave for В the only nonzero elements 
(eiYm)mO in first order are those for the row indices with m(s) = (0, 0, 0) 
and wi4 = —1,0, 1 and for the row indices with m(s) Φ (0, 0, 0) and 
Ш4 = 0. 
In second order the square of matrix В comes in. In the 0th column of 
B2 nonzero elements are (in the above approximation of B) those with 
m(s) = (0, 0, 0) and W4 = — 2, — 1, 0, 1, 2 and those with m(s) Φ (0, 0, 0) 
and W4 = — 1, 0, 1. For each term of expansion (49) two new nonzero 
matrix elements of (e,''ÜB)mo come in. This is a criterion for the place of 
the frequency cutoff. The expansion (49) converges always. When the 
magnitudes of the quantities D, γ and q
m
 are such, that we can cut off 
the expansion (49) after the pth term, we can cut off the expansion for 
φ(χ) safely at ІЖ4І > p. 
4. Discussion of the diffraction pattern; the Schwarz-Нога effect. The 
wave function of the diffracted electron beams is a superposition of a finite 
number of plane waves. They travel into the directions, given by Km'. 
Kin = £тП + fei + Wifei + Ж2Й2 + Жз&з + т^кц. (50) 
Here fei.. .fe4 are the first three components of the primitive basis vectors 
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of Л*. For ηΐ4 — 0 wc obtain the wave vectors of the ordinary von Laue 
reflections, since £4 is the wave vector of the laser field. According to for­
mula (50) the lasci field produces a splitting of the original von Laue spots. 
Since ki is very small, the splitting is very fine, and it will he observed only 
sufficiently far from the crystal and when the resolving power is sufficient. 
Otherwise one obtains at the position of each original Von Laue spot the 
effect of the supeiposition of all plane waves of i/>(|im. for a fixed m(s) and 
variable Ж4. This gives the Schwarz-Нога effect. In order to explain this 
more qualitatively we shall calculate the Sclirodinger current J
m
(s) for 
such a superposition of plane waves: 
eh ^ 
m(s) -- — 2J л«г(і)я,„Ы+ига»і<!>) " ' e > l b 1 ) 
μ п.η' - i/j 
where the notation of the labels has to be understood as follows: »i(s) + nl 
stands for (mi, шг, >пз, 0) + 4(0, 0, 0, 1) = (m\, »12, )пз, η); I = (0, 0, 0, 1). 
The frequency cutoff is represented by M4. We approximated Km(s) 1 nl by 
Km(s)- The matrix elements (с' ^^тш^ш a r e represented here by я
т
(
А
) ( Я ( . 
According to formula (51) the Schrödinger current is modulated by the 
frequencies (n — Μ')Π)4 — рсоц and we like to find the amplitude of a 
modulation with a fixed frequency pcoq. To that end we replace in formula 
(51) η — η' by p. The integer p can vary between the boundaries, given 
by — 2M4 ' ' p 2M4. For fixed p and p "^ 0 the integer η can vary 
between p — M4 11 : M4 and for p ^ 0 between — M4 < 11 < M4 + p. 
Thus we can rewrite formula (51) as follows: 
eh 2U' , / 4 
V V V' л * /1 „ l A ' m ( , ) i » | l „ - i K ' n m(s) — L· 2J Л,
Н
(,,)й)нЫ („ „),«„,(,,) и,/ С e 
¡l ¡ι- 1 11 — ι> 1/4 
(S) + Í n - P ) f С 
eh ' 1 / , " 
I —i Z J Λ Μ ΐ ( 5 ) " » ι ( · ΐ ) + ( Η - » ) / α » « ( ΐ ) Η » ' l 
μ и L'I/,» .и, 
ей ·"' 
+ — ^ Кт(ч)а*11(ч) „fim^+ni. (52) 
/г « I/J 
In the second term of eq. (52) we can make the substitution p -> — p and 
subsequently η -> η — p. Then expression (52) can be replaced by : 
eh 2ΛΙ< U j 
Jm(s) = 2J Σ Km (S) 
μ p—i η-ρ—Mt 
Χ 2 Н с К ( А ) + ( н _ р ) г я о т ( 5 ) + й г е
1 ( К
' - > + " ' - к ' " " " - " - > ' ) г ] 
ей -"* 
Η ¿J Kmis)all(s)+nlam^)+ni. (53) 
,Μ »ι- .171 
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When we write the complex numbers £Jm(s)Hnz in the form: 
am(s)+ni =- |«7H(s)+«il e1*"'"1*'", (54) 
we get finally for the intensity of the component of the current Jm(s) with 
a frequency ^ * JJHMD (for 1 ^ p < 2M4) : 
_ 2eñ ™* 
Jm(s)p — ¿J Km(s) \a>n(s) + (7t-p)l\ |«m(s)-fnil 
[Л it-¡ι Mt 
X COs[<f>
m
(s) + nl — <i>m(s)+(n-v)l 
+ ( n , * ) ( £ r a ( i ) + n i — fm(s) Y(n-p)l) "l" />^4·* — ^ ω ^ ] . (55) 
Here we used the eqs. (50), (53) and (54). The current Jm(s)p is a super­
position of cosine waves that have all the frequency pco^, but that have 
different wavelengths and phases. The amplitude of Jm(s)p v v ih have, there­
fore, spatial dependence. 
Formula (55) shows some new features concerning the Schwarz-Hora 
effect. In the first place we find that the current JTO(s) is modulated by the 
frequencies pœn instead of only by the frequencies иц. Moreover, we observe 
that the spatial dependence of the intensity of the modulations is more 
complicated than given by a sine or a cosine wave. 
The facts that the modulations piot, are present and that the spatial 
dependence of J
m
($)p is more complicated than given by a sine wave or a 
cosine wave are both caused by the mechanism of multiple scattering. When 
one finds therefore experimentally such a spatial dependence that is more 
complicated than a sine or cosine dependence this can be an indication for 
the presence of higher-order modulations. 
The intensities of the modulations depend in a very complicated way on 
the crystal thickness, the amplitude of the laser fields, and the energy of 
the incident electrons. Moreover, they depend on the crystal orientation, 
since this determines which von Laue reflections will be present in the 
pattern [or, which is the same, which ф
т
 can be neglected in eqs. (24)]. 
According to the present calculations the effect of multiple scattering 
must be very strong in the experiments of Schwarz and Нога, contrary to 
the estimations of Varshalovitch and Dyakonov. We can already draw an 
interesting conclusion from Schwarz and Hora's observation of the light 
spots at the position of the ordinary von Laue spots. This can only be due 
to the fact that the second-order term (or higher-order ones) of expansion 
(49) gives a nonvanishing contribution to the scattering. As a consequence 
the straightforward beam [that with m{s) — (0, 0, 0)] should have a con­
siderable modulation of the frequency 2OJ4· The observation of the light 
effect at the position of the von Laue spots is in qualitative agreement 
with our calculations: for the magnitudes of the quantities γ~ι and qin that 
we assumed above and for a crystal thickness of 100Â the contribution 
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of the secoiid-Dider term of the expansion (49) to the matrix elements is 
of the order of magnitude of unity The effect of multiple scattering increases 
enormously with increasing crystal thickness A good account of the con­
vergence of expansion (49) has been given by Fujiwara 2 0 ) Although in 
ref 20 calculations for a static crystal l u \ c been given, effects of the same 
order of magnitude play a iole m the Schwar/ Hora effect 
The increase of multiple scattering with increasing crystal thickness is a 
possible explanation for Schwar/ and Hoi a's observation, that the light 
spots at the sci ecu become more and more diffuse for increasing crystal 
thickness 
We can conclude now with a more or less speculative icmark 'Ihe modu­
lations of the curi cut are responsible for the light effect at the nonfluorcscent 
screen, such as argued by almost all authors in icfs 2-12 Since the currents 
arc modulated following our calculations by the fiequcncies po)4, we can 
expect, that under suitable experimental conditions the corresponding 
electromagnetic radiation of the frequencies po.>i will be observable It is 
also not impossible that this radiation effect is coherent This is aigued by 
Becchi and Morpugo2 1) in a preprint, sent dunng the preparation of this 
manuscript Thus the Schwaiz-Hora effect is a possible candidate for the 
construction of a high-frequency soiucc of t o l u r u i t ekctmmagnctic 
radiation 
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grateful to Dr J Kondo, Dr С Becchi and Dr G Morpugo for their 
kindness in sending the pit prints of their work 
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Relalivistit Lorrcttio>ib The nonrelativistic expressions in the theoiies of 
electron diffraction usually can be coirccted for relativistic effects by 
adapting the expressions for the mass and wavelength of the incident 
electrons, as shown by tu j iwara 2 2 ) Ih also showed that the spin inter­
actions contribute vcrj slightly to the intensities in scattering by magnetic 
crystals 
In the Schwaiv-Hora experiment we shall arrive at the same conclusions 
as we shall show below The quantities p
m
 and the Ewald construction will 
be sensitive to the mass and wavelength coirections Van Zandt and Mejer 
showed that this wavelength conection gives a substantial change in the 
expression for the spatial intensity dependence of the current modulation 
Therefore we shall study here the consequences of relativistics for the 
Schwar/ Hora effects starting with the Dirac equation in the form of a 
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second-degree differential equation: 
ih д e 
>Нт V(x) ι -1 i Ρ - -AW 
с et с 1 1 1 с 
eh 
σ.[ΡΧ Λ{χ)}\φ{χ) = ¿кЩх) (56) 
See for this equation Messiah2 3). Here ф{х) is a two-component wave 
function and σ are the Pauli matrices. 
The orders of magnitudes of the different terms in eq. (56) are as follows 
(for |A| = 1 V, | * j | = ΙΟ*1 m-i, j ^ l = lO^m-i): 
h2 S2 
c
2
 dt¿ 
2ieh д 
Г-
 v(x) ν , Ф(х) = ' О " 4 8 kg2m2/s2. 
с- Cf 
[We assumed V(x) to be time independent.] 
—- V2(x) ф(х) ^ 10-53 kg2m2/s2, 
c
2 
-№ Щх) ~ 10-46 kg 2m 2/s 2, 
eh 
1С 
V-A(x) ф{х) ^ IO" 4 6 kg 2m 2/s 2, 
-— \A{x)\2 ^ 10-55kg2m2/s2, 
c
2 
— σ · [Ρ X A{x)] S Í 10-54 kg2m2/s2, 
и
2
с
2
^ IO" 4 3 kg2m2/s2. 
The spin term and the terms in |А(л:)|2 and V2(x) are small in comparison 
with the other interaction terms. Moreover, they do not depend on the 
energy of the incident electrons, so they are certainly negligible for 
|¿il < 1011 m- i . 
When we neglect these terms we are left with the linearised form of the 
Klein-Gordon equation for describing the motion of the diffracted electrons: 
„™ u2 f2 ifo ? he 
= μ2ο2φ(χ). 
φ(χ) 
(57) 
Following the same arguments as in the nonrelativistic case the Bloch 
wave in space-time (20) remains a correct "ansatz" for solving this equation. 
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The above procedure for finding the boundary conditions in the non-
relativistic approximation can here also be used, this leads to: 
ko = (fei + ßn, EJh), (58) 
where £ j is the relativistic energy of the incident electrons. We substitute 
eqs. (3), (18) and (20) and eq (58) into eq (57), and introduce the approxi-
mation : 
|Km |2 = Ifc, + fem|2 - Ipin-b + km). (59) 
We obtain then the relativistically correct analogue of eq (23), that can 
be equated Fourier component by Fourier component. 
The resulting infinite set of homogeneous linear equations can be reduced 
to a finite one by using the generalised Ewald construction now in its 
relativistically correct form We obtain after these manipulations an eigen-
value problem that can be written as eq. (33), but the matrices A and В 
have to be redefined as follows We shall assume V(x) to be time indepen­
dent, so V
m
 = 0 for nii Φ 0 Matrix A is still a diagonal one. 
0 y
m
\y 
where 
y- 1 =2A2(fc 1 + ÄIB.n). 
(60) 
(61) 
For the off-diagonal matrices bm(S)m- S) of В we get under the same con­
ditions: 
2e 
Jm(s)m'(s) 
Vm(s)-m'(s)E
m
(S) + (n-i)i 0 
0 V m(s)-m'(s)Em(s)+nl 
(62) 
where иг(і) φ m'(s), and 
E
m
 = £,-)- тцпиц. (63) 
The diagonal submatnces b
m
(4)m(S) of В retain the samt form as given in 
eq. (48), although we have to redefine q
m
 and p
m
' 
fig 
Чт = (Ло-fei + fe
m
), 
С 
p
m
 - ^ C 2 _ ^ L + й 2 | f c i + fem|2 + І І γ0En 
c
¿
 CL 
(64) 
(65) 
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Finally we shall give a correction for e
m
. Instead of eq. (44) we now have. 
cWmf = (ЕЦ^) - μ* c4j^ (66) 
buch that E
m
 becomes: 
'» = ( T7T - ΓΓ - I*· + fc™l2 К 2 " ' * ' + ^™)"1· (6 7) ^-ϊτ-ΐ*·  *"ΐί)2»· · + *«)-1· 
The solutions for 0d l £ ( r and Jm(s) retain the same form, but we have to use 
now the above expressions for e
m
, q
m
, p
m
, y
m
 and we have to read for 
Ωηι' Em/h. 
io: 
11 
12 
13 
14 
is; 
i6; 
]7 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
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SUMMARY 
In this thesis we studied the effect of some types of crystal distortions on the 
diffraction pattern. We considered some time independent distortions (such as the 
mechanical ones, caused e.g. by cold working) and some time dependent ones (such as 
thermal crystal vibrations and distortions caused by an external plane wave). 
1. By external mechanical influences the atoms can be shifted from their ideal positions. 
These distortions occur often at random producing broadening of the Bragg reflections. 
The average relative shift of the atoms can be deduced from the intensity distribution of 
the broadened Bragg reflections (or the Debye-Scherrer lines), if one succeeds in separa-
ting the distortion broadening effect from that due to the finite crystal sizes. By 
considering the autocorrelation function of the atomic positions we found that this is 
possible only below a certain degree of distortion. If one applies the known diffraction 
methods for the calculation of the crystal sizes when the crytical degree of distortion is 
exceded, one finds crystal sizes that are smaller than those observed by electron micro-
scope. One therefore is speaking of X-Ray crystal sizes or also of coherently scattering 
regions. The meaning of this so called X-Ray crystal size is explained in terms of the 
autocorrelation function of the atomic positions. 
2. As another type of distortions stacking faults can be present in the crystal, in addition 
to the random shifts of the atoms. The broadening effect in the diffraction pattern due 
to this type of distortion can be distinguished from that due to the random shifts of 
atoms and the crystal size effect. An expression for the intensity distribution of the 
Bragg reflections and the Debye-Scherrer lines has been given in terms of the 'geometry' 
of the (average) coherently scattering region, the stacking fault distribution and the 
relative shifts of the atoms. A method has been given for separating the three broadening 
effects and for calculating crystal sizes, stacking fault distributions and average random 
shifts of the atoms from the observed intensity distributions. 
3. Thermal crystal vibrations can be considered as a time dependent type of distortion. 
For X-Ray diffraction, however, the so called quasistatic approxiamtion is a good one. 
This means that the thermal effect can be treated by the same methods as used for the 
static distortions: the main difference being that some characteristic functions appearing 
in the theory now represent time averages. The effect of the thermal crystal vibrations 
can be treated without, and in combination with, mechanical distortions. One of the 
results is that, using the so called Stokes method, one can get a separation of the effect 
of the thermal vibrations on the diffraction pattern and the other broadening effects. 
(The Stokes method is used for separating the instrumental broadening effect from the 
other ones.) 
4. As explained above, the effect of the thermal crystal vibrations for X-Ray diffraction 
can be described by the same methods as used for dealing with static distortions. It is 
therefore possible to calculate the characteristics of the thermal vibrations (i.e. the 
dispersion and the polarisation of the thermal plane wave) by means of methods analo-
gous to those used for the calculation of the crystal distortions. It turns out, that it is 
theoretically possible to determine the dispersion and the polarisation for monatomic 
crystals from the intensity distribution of the T.D.S. aroun six properly chosen Bragg 
reflections. Therefore from the intensity distribution of the T.D.S. around these six 
Bragg reflections one can also calculate that of the T.D.S. around the other ones. 
5. We considered as a very special type of time-dependent distortion the vibration of the 
crystal, forced by an external plane wave. The translation symmetry of such a vibrating 
crystal is no longer given by the original three dimensional lattice, but by a four dimen­
sional space-time lattice, whose corresponding reciprocal lattice is generated by the 
original reciprocal lattice and the wave-four vector of the external plane wave. The 
diffraction by such a crystal can be described by a space-time generalisation of the 
Ewald construction: the role of the original reciprocal lattice is taken over by the four 
dimensional one and the Ewald sphere is replaced by the mass shell hyperboloid. The 
wave-four vectors of possible outgoing waves are found according the same recipe as the 
one of the normal Ewald construction. By considering a plane of constant frequency in 
the generalised construction one gets the original one back. 
6. This generalised Ewald construction can be used in a dynamical theory for the 
diffraction of electrons by a laser illuminated crystal. The experiment, for which this last 
theory is given, has been done by Schwarz and Нога. When in this experiment the 
diffracted electron beams hit a nonfluorescent screen, light of the laser colour is emitted 
at the place of the impact. The effect is likely due to the fact that the intensity of the 
diffracted electron beams is modulated by the frequency ω of the laser ligth. The 
dynamical theory developed here teaches us, that the diffracted electron beams must be 
modulated also with about the same intensities at the frequencies 2 ω, 3 ω as that of the 
ground harmonic. It is an interesting question, not yet answered, whether or not the 
light effect corresponding the higher order harmonic modulations can be observed at the 
non-fluorescent screen. 
SAMENVATTING 
In dit proefschrift bestudeerden we het effect van enige typen kristalverstoringen 
op het diffractiepatroon. We beschouwden enige tijd onafhankelijke verstoringen (zoals 
de mechanisme, b.v. veroorzaakt door koude bewerking) en enige tijd afhankelijke (zoals 
thermische kristal-trillingen en verstoring, veroorzaakt door een uitwendige vlakke golf). 
1. Door uitwendige mechanische invloeden kunnen de atomen verschoven worden van 
hun ideale posities. De verschuivingen komen vaak 'at random' voor en produceren dan 
verbreding van de Bragg reflecties. De gemiddelde relatieve verschuiving kan afgeleid 
worden uit de intensiteitsverdeling van de verbrede Bragg reflecties of Debye-Scherrer 
lijnen, indien men erin slaagt de verbreding door de verstoring te scheiden van het 
verbredingseffect door de eindigheid van de afmetingen van de kristallen. Door auto-
correlatiefunctie van de atomaire posities te beschouwen vonden we dat dit slechts 
mogelijk is beneden een zekere graad van verstoring. Indien men de bekende diffractie-
methoden toepast voor de berekening van de kristalgrootten, als de kritische graad van 
verstoring is overschreden, vindt men kristalafmetingen die kleiner zijn dan die, waarge-
nomen met behulp van de electronenmicroscoop. Daarom spreekt men van Röntgen-
kristalgrootten of ook van coherent strooiende gebieden. De betekenis van deze zoge-
noemde Röntgen-kristalgrootte wordt uitgelegd in termen van de autocorrelatiefunctie 
van de atomaire posities. 
2. Behalve de 'random' verschuivingen van de atomen kunnen stapelfouten in het kristal 
aanwezig zijn als een ander type verstoring. Het verbredingseffect in het diffractiepa-
troon, afkomstig van stapelfouten, kan onderscheiden worden van het effect door de 
'random' verschuivingen van de atomen en het kristalgrootte-effect. Er is een uitdruk-
king gegeven voor de intensiteitsverdelingen van de Bragg-refiecties en de Debye-Scherrer 
lijnen in termen van de 'geometrie' van het (gemiddelde) coherent strooiende gebied, de 
stapelfoutverdeling en de relatieve verschuiving van de atomen. Er is ook een methode 
gegeven om de drie verbredingseffecten te scheiden en om de kristalgrootten, de verde-
ling van de stapelfouten, en de gemiddelde 'random' verschuivingen van de atomen te 
berekenen uit waargenomen intensiteitsverdelingen. 
3. Thermische trillingen van het kristal kunnen beschouwd worden als een tijd-afhanke-
lijk type van verstoring. Voor Röntgen-diffractie is echter de zogenoemde quasistatische 
benadering geldig. Dit betekent dat het thermische effect behandeld kan worden met 
behulp van dezelfde methodes die gebruikt worden voor de statische verstoringen; het 
belangrijkste verschil is dat enige karakteristieke functies die in de theorie voorkomen nu 
tijdgemiddelden voorstellen. Het effect van de thermische kristaltrillingen kan zo behan-
deld worden zonder, en in combinatie met, mechanische verstoringen. Een van de resul-
taten is, dat men bij gebruik van de zogenoemde Stokes methode een scheiding kan 
verkrijgen van het effect van de thermische trillingen op het diffractiepatroon en de 
andere verbredingseffecten. (De Stokes methode wordt gebruikt om de instrumentele 
verbreding te scheiden van de andere verbredingseffecten). 
4. Uit het bovenstaande is duidelijk, dat het effect van de thermische kristaltrillingen 
voor Röntgendiffractie beschreven kan worden met behulp van dezelfde methoden die 
gebruikt worden om de statische verstoringen te behandelen. Om deze reden is het 
mogelijk om de karakteristieken van de thermische trillingen (dispersie en polarisatie van 
de thermische vlakke golven) uit het diffractiepatroon te berekenen door middel van 
methoden die analoog zijn aan die voor de berekening van de kristalverstoringen. Het 
blijkt dat het theoretisch mogeÜjk is om de dispersie en de polarisatie voor eenatomige 
kristallen te bepalen uit de intensiteitsverdeling van de T.D.S. rond zes passend gekozen 
Bragg reflecties. Daarom kan men ook uit de intensiteitsverdeling van de T.D.S. rond 
deze zes Bragg reflecties de verdeling van de T.D.S. rond de andere berekenen. 
5. We beschouwden als een zeer speciaal type van tijdsafhankelijke verstoringen de 
trilling van het kristal, opgelegd door een uitwendige vlakke golf. De translatiesymmetrie 
van zulk een trillend kristal is niet langer gegeven door het oorspronkelijke driedimensio-
nale rooster, maar door een vierdimensionaal mimte-tijd rooster, waarvan het toebe-
horende reciproke rooster gegenereerd is door het oorspronkelijke driedimensionale reci-
proke rooster en de golf-viervector van de uitwendige vlakke golf. De diffractie door zulk 
een kristal kan beschreven worden door een ruimte-tijd generaUsatie van de Ewald con-
structie: de rol van het oorspronkelijke reciproke rooster wordt hierin overgenomen 
door het vierdimensionale, en de Ewald bol wordt vervangen door de massaschil hyper-
boloide. De golf-viervectoren van mogelijke uitgaande golven worden gevonden volgens 
hetzelfde voorschrift als die van de normale Ewald constructie. Door een vlak van 
constante frequentie in de gegeneraüseerde constructie te beschouwen krijgt men de 
oorspronkelijke constructie terug. 
6. Deze gegeneraliseerde Ewald constructie kan gebruikt worden in een dynamische 
theorie voor de diffractie van electronen door een kristal, dat bestraald wordt met een 
laser. Het experiment waarvoor deze laatste theorie is gegeven is uitgevoerd door 
Schwarz en Hora. Wanneer bij dit experiment de gediffracteerde electronenbundels een 
niet fluorescerend scherm treffen, wordt licht van de kleur van de laser uitgezonden op 
de plaats van de botsing. Het effect is waarschijnlijk afkomstig van het feit dat de 
intensiteit van de gediffracteerde electronenbundels gemoduleerd is met de frequentie ω 
van het laserlicht. De dynamische theorie die hier ontwikkeld is, leert ons dat de gedif­
fracteerde electronenbundels ook gemoduleerd moet zijn met de frequenties 2 ω, 3 ω en 
wel met intensiteiten vergelijkbaar met die van de grondfrequentie. Het is een interessan­
te, tot nu toe niet beantwoorde vraag, of het lichteffect dat correspondeert met de 
hogere orde harmonische modulaties, op het niet fluorescerende scherm waargenomen 
kan worden. 
S T E L L I N G E N 
I 
Het is in principe mogelijk om de Lorentz-contractie waar te nemen met behulp van 
de pseudo-Kossel-lijn techniek. 
II 
De combinatie van translatie- en antitranslatie-elementen onder punt 10 in Ri*. 
Ozerov's lijst van extincties bij neutronen-diffractie van magnetische kristallen is niet 
bestaanbaar. Het is dan ook niet verwonderlijk, dat voor deze combinatie geen extinc-
ties gevonden worden. ' 
III 
Het wordt algemeen aangenomen, dat diffractie van neutronen door kristallen met 
voldoende nauwkeurigheid beschreven wordt door een geometrische theorie. Op 
grond van waarnemingen door Sippel, Kleinstück en Schulze valt dit te betwijfelen. J 
IV 
De relatie tussen het reciprook rooster en een diffractiepatroon van een ideaal kristal 
is zó direct, dat de kristallograaf de term reciprook rooster ook vaak bezigt voor de 
punten in de reciproke ruimte, waarbij een van nul verschillende diffractie intensiteit 
hoort, zoals bij materialen met een textuur. Dit leidt tot begripsverwarring, waarvan 
men een duidelijk voorbeeld kan vinden in het boek van Pinkster over electronen-
diffractie. ' 
V 
'De fononwolk verandert de energie van het electron' is een aanvaarde uitspraak in de 
theprie van de electron-fonon wisselwerking. Deze uitspraak is in wezen onjuist en de 
zin ervan valt in veel gevallen te betwijfelen. ' 
VI 
De essentie van de Bom-Oppenheimer benadering is de beschrijving van de electronen 
in de potentiaal van gefixeerde atoomkernen. Uit het grote massaverschil tussen de 
electronen en de kernen leidt men af, dat deze beschrijving relevant is voor de 
molecuul- en vastestof-fysica. Deze relevantie hangt echter ook nog af van de verhou-
ding tussen de afstanden van de energieniveaus van het vibratiespectrum van de 
kernen en de afstand tussen bezette en onbezette energieniveaus in het electronen-
spectrum. 
VII 
Veelal vereisen vragen over fysische onderwerpen een genuanceerder antwoord dan 
van het type 'ja, nee, of onbeslist', zoals gebruikelijk bij multiple choice tests. De 
objectieve beoordelingsmogelijkheid bij multiple choice tests is daarom slechts ogen-
schijnlijk. 
VIII 
Te oordelen naar de eisen die gesteld worden en op eindexamens van onze middelbare 
scholen ligt, ten onrechte, op deze scholen meer de nadruk op het aanleren van 
technische vaardigheden (zoals het vertalen van stukjes literatuur en het maken van 
wiskundesommen), dan op de persoonlijke vorming van de jonge mens. 
IX 
Nederland verbruikt meer zuurstof uit de dampkring dan het produceert. 
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